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Abstract 

Canada is failing to effectively address the slew of sustainability problems stemming from its 

energy sector, leading to a deterioration of its ecosystems and putting the health of Canadians 

and the long-term vitality of its economy at risk. In order to improve this situation, research 

suggests that a novel form of leadership is required. Through a review of literature and 

interviews with 18 leaders in Canadian energy sector firms, this thesis explores not only what 

kind of leadership Canada needs to address its contemporary sustainability problems, but also 

where this leadership can be found. The findings of this thesis suggest that women may be the 

sustainable energy transition leaders that Canada needs, and therefore supporting women so they 

can advance in Canadian energy sector firms will serve to facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy 

transition. In short, I argue that gender matters when it comes to leading Canada’s sustainable 

energy transition.  
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Chapter One: Introduction  

 

In the haste to save the planet it seems tempting to avoid gendered wars and potential 

misunderstandings. We do not have the time. But perhaps we have no other option. 

(Marshall, 2011, p. 279) 

 

Canada, along with the rest of the world, is facing a crisis of sustainability. The collective 

sum of humanity’s exploitation of the Earth and its resources has reached a point where its impacts 

can no longer be ignored. Ozone depletion, drought and desertification, pollution of the land, air, 

and sea, biodiversity loss, a depletion of fresh water supplies, and climate change, are all making 

humanity’s position on Earth increasingly perilous. These human-induced impacts are 

undermining the health, well-being, and livelihoods of people around the world. 

This rhetoric, and the sentiment that change is needed, is hardly controversial. Stories of 

impending doom dominate the media, including headlines like: “Third of global food production 

at risk from climate crisis” (Harvey, 2021), “World running out of time to tackle climate crisis” 

(Millard, 2021), and “Water Stress: A Global Problem That’s Getting Worse” (Felter & Robinson, 

2021). However, despite a general recognition that there is a problem, there is a lack of consensus 

regarding what to do. Unsurprisingly, coordinating a global or even national reorganization of 

technical, economic, and social systems to better protect the Earth and its inhabitants is not easy.  

One key sector within these global reorganization efforts across a vast array of processes, 

practices, and technologies is that of the energy sector. This sector is particularly important in 

Canada (as will be further explored below in section 1.2). The energy sector contributes to many 

of the aforementioned sustainability challenges. For example, large amounts of fresh water are 

used in energy resource extraction, processing, and transportation, as well as in nuclear plants, 

hydroelectric facilities, and emissions scrubbing processes (Pate et al., 2007). Large swaths of land 
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are also used in energy resource extraction and production, such as land that is drowned under 

reservoirs for hydroelectricity and used by roads and power lines to supply power plants (Dorber 

et al., 2018). For example, analysis by Bloomberg found that land use requirements of America’s 

energy production system, which currently stands at 328 thousand square kilometres, could as 

much as quadruple by 2050 depending on the mix of energy sources (Merrill, 2021). Energy 

production and consumption is also the leading cause of human-caused air pollution and climate 

change in Canada (Government of Canada, 2017). In fact, the Canadian energy sector is 

responsible for 82% of national greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, the leading cause of 

anthropogenic climate change (Natural Resources Canada [NRCan], 2020a). All of these 

sustainability challenges will be further explored in section 1.2, but what is important is that all of 

these issues must be addressed for Canada and Canadians to have a thriving, healthy, and 

prosperous future. The way that these sustainability challenges can be addressed is through a 

sustainable energy transition,1 which will be defined in section 2.3.  

These negative impacts originating in the Canadian energy sector primarily stem from the 

private sector, which holds the bulk of the capital available to unlock change or to support the 

existing unsustainable energy regime. Change is therefore desperately needed within Canadian 

energy sector firms: change which can be most effectively initiated from the top. Scholars within 

the field of sustainability leadership agree that leaders, particularly those within the private sector, 

are crucial linchpins for the attainment of sustainability (Campbell et al., 2018, p. 19; Hull et al., 

2018; MacNeill, 2007). MacNeill (2007) goes so far as to argue that deep and enduring 

sustainability will not happen if those at the top are not committed to it (p. 21). Furthermore, Hull 

 
1 Though there is scholarly debate regarding terminology, this thesis will use the singular term ‘transition’ when 

describing Canada’s movement towards a more sustainable energy system. However, despite being singular, this term 

is referring to changes across the economy and in various distinct energy systems, such as heating, transportation, and 

electricity systems. 
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and colleagues (2018) point out that even when technological solutions exist which can ameliorate 

sustainability issues, a lack of leadership can lead to shortcomings or failure in implementation (p. 

171).  

Leaders within Canadian energy sector firms will therefore play a key role in creating a 

more sustainable future, yet little progress has thus far been made. For example, GHG emissions 

from oil and gas production in Canada increased by 23% between 2000 and 2018 (NRCan, 2020a). 

Current leaders and their styles of leadership therefore simply have not sufficiently advanced 

sustainability in Canada. To improve this situation and more effectively promote sustainability 

within the Canadian energy sector, new leadership, with different priorities and styles of 

leadership, is needed. This research builds on a small body of literature which suggests that 

women, who are currently a minority in leadership positions in energy sector firms, may be the 

leaders needed to achieve more sustainable outcomes (Campbell et al., 2018; Lieu et al., 2020; 

Marshall, 2011).  

The origin of this research can therefore be summarized by two questions: what kind of 

leadership does Canada need to facilitate its transition to a sustainable energy future? And where 

can we find it?2 There is no one answer or field of literature which responds to these questions, 

and, to the best of my knowledge, these questions have not yet been asked. This research will 

therefore be combining the field of literature exploring sustainability leadership with that which 

explores gendered leadership to provide insights into the following primary research question: 

does gender matter when it comes to leading Canada’s sustainable energy transition? In other 

words, will promoting women’s leadership in energy sector firms serve to facilitate Canada’s 

sustainable energy transition?  

 
2 Similar to questions asked by Marshall, 2011, p. 264.  
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However, action on this issue requires additional research. This is because regardless of 

the answer to this primary research question, the fact remains that, in general, women are simply 

not entering or advancing within Canadian energy sector firms. For example, in the Canadian oil 

and gas sector, women hold an average of 7% of board of director positions and 9% of executive 

positions (Catalyst, 2019). This suggests that even if women are in fact the sustainability leaders 

that Canada needs, they may be unable to attain leadership positions within energy sector firms. 

Thus, this primary research question leads into another equally important question: what barriers 

do women, and particularly women leaders, face in Canadian energy sector firms and how can 

these barriers be overcome? These two research questions are set out below.  

Research Question 1: Will promoting women’s leadership in energy sector firms serve to 

facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy transition? 

Research Question 2: What barriers do women and women leaders face in Canadian energy 

sector firms and how can these barriers be overcome? 

In order to provide insights into these two research questions, this thesis will begin by 

laying the groundwork in subsequent sections of Chapter One. First, it will provide an overview 

of the research methods used and the scope of this study (section 1.1). Section 1.2 will then delve 

into the specifics of the Canadian energy sector and the sustainability challenges associated with 

it. Chapter Two will then provide additional background material through defining several key 

concepts used throughout this thesis. Namely, Chapter Two will define how the concepts of 

gender, leadership, and sustainable energy transition will be operationalized throughout this thesis.  

Chapter Three will build on the foundation provided by the first two chapters through 

exploring existing literature relating to the two research questions presented above. More 

specifically, section 3.1 will explore research on sustainability leadership and gendered leadership 
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(in response to the primary research question) while section 3.2 will examine the barriers that 

women in the energy sector face and the solutions that existing research recommends (in response 

to the secondary research question). Through this secondary research, section 3.1 will argue that 

leadership attributes which are integral for effective sustainability leadership are also leadership 

attributes associated with women’s leadership, suggesting that women leaders may be more 

effective sustainability leaders. In response to the secondary research question of this thesis and 

through an exploration of existing research, section 3.2 will argue that there are a multitude of 

barriers that must be overcome to facilitate women’s leadership in Canadian energy sector firms. 

However, there are also a number of realistic and effective solutions which could be implemented 

by firms, government actors, and advocacy groups which would ameliorate the situation.  

Chapter Four will build on the secondary research performed in response to the primary 

research of this thesis in section 3.1. It will argue that women are not only sustainability leaders, 

but also sustainable energy transition leaders. Chapter Four will also lay out a theoretical 

framework for subsequent primary research. The framework was adapted from work done by 

Geels and colleagues (2017) on the Multi-Level Perspective (MLP). It suggests that women 

leaders, as niche actors uniquely equipped to lead sustainability initiatives, can help to facilitate 

Canada’s sustainable energy transition if given the opportunity to do so.  

This framework will be operationalized in Chapter Five, where primary research in 

response to both the primary and secondary research questions will be presented. In Chapter Five, 

section 5.1 will endeavor to provide evidence and insights into the primary research question while 

section 5.2 will seek to do the same for the secondary research question. Through a thematic 

analysis of interviews, section 5.1 will argue that women in Canadian energy sector firms are 

sustainability and sustainable energy transition leaders, as they demonstrate nearly all of the 
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leadership attributes necessary for effective sustainability leadership. Section 5.2 will reiterate 

many of the conclusions of section 3.2, using evidence from interviews to argue that while there 

are a number of systematic barriers that women face in Canadian energy sector firms, there are 

also many solutions which could be pursued to improve the situation. Furthermore, if women are 

sustainability leaders as section 5.1 suggests, firms should implement these solutions as soon as 

possible to ensure their long-term success as a company.  

Finally, Chapter Six will wrap up this thesis and provide additional insights into what the 

implications of these conclusions are for Canada’s sustainable energy transition, Canadian energy 

sector firms, and women leaders in the energy sector. This concluding chapter will also point to 

several avenues for future research on the topic of gender, marginalized identities, and 

sociotechnical transitions like Canada’s energy transition.  

1.1 Methods and Study Scope  

In order to provide insights into the two questions guiding this research, both primary and 

secondary research was conducted. The secondary research was conducted first and was used to 

frame and construct the subsequent primary research methods. This secondary research included 

in-depth literature reviews of sustainability leadership, gendered leadership, and barriers and 

solutions for women leaders in the Canadian energy sector. The results of this research can be 

found in Chapter Three. 

This secondary research provided valuable insights, but much of the previous literature 

found is dated and/or not specific to the Canadian energy sector. Thus, primary research in the 

form of interviews was undertaken to build on this existing body of literature. This qualitative 

research complements many of the previously-conducted large-scale quantitative studies (such as 

Brammer et al., 2007; Dezsö & Ross, 2012; Harrison & Coombs, 2012; Miller & Triana, 2009; 
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Torchia et al., 2011 and many more studies referenced in Chapter Three) through providing 

Canada-specific insights and a richness and level of detail which had not yet been explored. A 

visual representation of the research methods used in this thesis can be found in Figure 1 below.  

 

As can by seen in Figure 1 above, this thesis began with secondary research in the form of several literature reviews. Namely, 

reviews of literature exploring sustainability leadership attributes, women’s leadership, and barriers and recommendations 

for women’s entry and advancement in Canadian energy sector firms. This secondary research provided the foundation for 

the primary research, which built upon existing literature through providing additional evidence, more in-depth insights, and 

Canada-specific observations.  

Figure 1: Methods 
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The primary research component of this thesis consisted of qualitative research in the form 

of semi-structured interviews. This type of inquiry was chosen for several reasons. Much of the 

literature discussed previously is focused on quantitative data and statistical relationships between 

different variables (e.g., board diversity and environmental regulatory compliance). While this 

quantitative research is important, it is, by its very nature, limited in terms of the depth of 

understanding it can produce. Furthermore, this research is focused on abstract and intangible 

characteristics which cannot be easily captured by predetermined variables. A qualitative approach 

was therefore selected, which complements the previously-conducted quantitative work. 

Since the goal of this research was to better understand leadership qualities and systemic 

barriers across gender identities, interviews were undertaken with both men and women working 

as leaders in the sector. However, participants had to be employed in the Canadian energy 

production sector in some leadership capacity, employed within the private sector,3  comfortable 

using computers to access the internet, at least 18 years old, and comfortable using the English 

language. The focus on energy production as opposed to energy sector firms as a whole, which 

could include everything from power-line technicians to electric vehicle manufacturers, was 

selected to guide this research. Though the energy sector includes energy production, transmission, 

distribution, and consumption, as well as the maintenance activities associated with these stages, 

many of the sustainability challenges associated with the sector stem from the energy production 

phase.  

Between January and March of 2021, a total of 18 interviews were carried out with 4 

participants who identified as men and 14 participants who identified as women. Men were 

included in this research to gain an understanding of their perspective on these issues and to 

 
3 Note that the private sector is simply defined as non-government and includes private companies and non-profits.  
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compare their responses to those of women. While there are many more gender identities than 

simply men and women, this research focused on studying gender in binary terms and placed an 

emphasis on these two genders. This is because most research that has been done thus far on this 

topic has focused exclusively on this binary definition of gender. There are also methodological 

limitations to having a more open definition of gender identity.4 

Of these 18 participants, 8 were employed in the renewable energy sector and 10 in the oil 

and gas sector. These interviews were conducted virtually through Zoom, Microsoft Teams, or on 

the telephone. They were recorded and, to ensure anonymity, transcribed using pseudonyms and 

without any identifying information such as their city or workplace. Informed consent was 

obtained in writing and reaffirmed verbally before interviews started. 

Interviewees were recruited using several methods. To cast a wide net, all applicable 

companies from the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) and Canadian 

Renewable Energy Association (CanREA) membership lists were contacted. Information 

regarding this study was also shared on LinkedIn and was distributed in the monthly newsletter of 

relevant advocacy organizations. Lastly, a snowball approach to participant recruitment was used.  

Analysis of the qualitative data collected in these interviews was conducted using the 

software NVivo. Themes were identified across two different avenues of questioning: one which 

focused on revealed leadership attributes, and the other which focused on stated leadership 

 
4 A discussion of other gender identities and the intersection of gender with other variables, such as race, age, and 

socioeconomic status, can be found in section 6.2 of this thesis.  
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attributes (see full interview guide in Appendix).5 The first way that themes were identified was 

through scenarios. This avenue of questioning focused only on responding to my primary research 

question and helped to identify leadership qualities in an implicit manner, through revealing 

participants’ priorities and leadership styles in their responses to five scenarios. While scenarios 

as a form of research methodology is quite novel in the sphere of leadership literature, Ramirez 

and colleagues (2015) found that it is “a research mode that helps engaged scholars to make sense 

of and address complex and uncertain contexts and produce interesting findings” (p. 70). Since 

leadership, sustainability, and energy transition are all complex and uncertain, it was my hope that 

this method of questioning and including a study of revealed leadership attributes would produce 

more interesting and accurate responses than simply asking questions outright. It is likely that 

participants may be unwilling or unable to accurately portray their leadership attributes in a 

completely unbiased manner (whether consciously or unconsciously). This inclusion of revealed 

leadership attributes rather than only studying stated attributes is particularly important in light of 

women’s tendency to under-sell themselves and men’s tendency to over-sell their competencies 

and achievements (Zenger & Folkman, 2019). For example, one attribute which was identified as 

being integral to sustainability leadership is having a long-term orientation. If participants were 

simply asked: “are you the kind of person who thinks about the long-term implications of a 

decision?”, responses would likely be short and relatively similar. However, if instead they were 

asked about what they would do in a scenario where they had to make a decision about a project 

with long term implications, responses are often much longer and distinct.   

 
5 This is similar to research methods used in economic valuation: ‘revealed preference’ and ‘stated preference’ are 

common ways to value non-market goods. While revealed preference is generally deduced through participants’ 

actions, stated preference focuses on participants’ words and how they say they value a non-market good. For example, 

a remote public park can be valued through asking users of the park how much they spent to get to and use the park 

(e.g., flight, gas, and equipment costs as a method to uncover revealed preference) or users of the park could be asked 

how they would value the park (stated preference). In recent years, researchers have begun combining the two forms 

of research for a more comprehensive understanding of personal attributes (Haipeng & Xuxuan, 2012). 
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The second way by which themes were identified in the interviews was through direct 

questioning, which was done after all scenarios so as to not taint scenario responses. This order of 

questioning ensured that participants had already revealed their leadership attributes through 

scenario responses prior to explicitly discussing them. The questions falling under this method 

focused on explicitly asking participants about my research questions. This questioning therefore 

helped to provide insights into both my primary and secondary research questions: it unveiled 

participants’ perceptions of gendered leadership qualities through directly asking them about their 

perceptions and experiences regarding gender and leadership and prompted participants to discuss 

what barriers women in the sector face and how these can be overcome.   

There are several key methodological limitations to this research. In this research, I aimed 

to assess leadership attributes in the energy production sector across two gender identities: men 

and women. Though participants were quite evenly split between being members of the oil and 

gas sector and the renewable energy sector (10 and 8 participants respectively), many more women 

responded than men (14 and 4 respectively). This means that though themes can still be drawn 

from all interviews, comparisons between women’s and men’s responses may be inaccurate due 

to a skewed dataset. Furthermore, it is possible that the range of participants interviewed in this 

research is not representative of energy sector leaders: a dataset of 18 out of the hundreds or 

thousands of leaders in Canadian energy sector firms is hardly representative. Moreover, nearly 

all participants who responded to my inquiry were engaged with issues of sustainability, gender, 

and/or diversity in some manner, either in their private lives or in their workplaces. Thus, 

participants were likely more aware of these issues and their responses may not be reflective of 

leadership styles across the sector. Nonetheless, as leaders across Canadian energy sector firms, 

their responses still provide valuable insights into gendered leadership styles. Although the sample 
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size may be small, interviews were in-depth and thus provided a degree of insight which would be 

difficult to attain with larger-scale quantitative interviews. The purpose of these interviews was 

not to gain any generalizable information through a representative sample. Instead, these 

interviews were meant to provide a deeper understanding of these issues in Canadian energy sector 

firms, and a snapshot of how different genders prioritize and lead. The primary outcome of these 

interviews was therefore to provide illustrations of the themes discussed in the literature as well as 

identify challenges and provide recommendations regarding how to support women as leaders 

within Canadian energy sector firms. 

In order to better understand the problem at the root of this research, the following section 

will provide an overview of the Canadian energy sector and the sustainability challenges associated 

with it. This will include a discussion of what the Canadian energy sector consists of, why it is 

important, and what it must become in order to thrive in the coming years as sustainability issues 

continue to fester and grow.  

1.2 Energy and Sustainability in Canada 

Access to affordable, reliable, and abundant energy is necessary for modern life in a 

developed country like Canada. Though we may rarely think about it, energy systems drive 

everything from our modes of transportation to our long-distance communication networks, our 

workplaces, and our household and leisure activities. However, despite its key role in everyday 

life, research suggests that Canadians lack detailed knowledge about energy production and its 

impacts on the environment (Turcotte et al., 2012). Furthermore, Canadians tend to consider 

energy issues as a low priority compared to economic and social concerns (Eisler, 2016). However, 

energy and an energy system’s sustainability are intimately linked to an economy’s strength, 

resilience, and the health and well-being of its population and ecosystems.  
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As the world’s sixth largest producer of energy and fourth largest net exporter of energy, 

Canada is highly economically dependent on energy production (NRCan, 2020b). In 2019, the 

energy sector accounted for an estimated 10% of the national nominal Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP), with a total contribution of $219 billion (NRCan, 2020b).6 That same year, the sector 

employed over 800,000 Canadians, 4.4% of total employment in Canada (NRCan, 2020b). Energy 

is also an important source of government revenue: corporate income taxes, indirect taxes, 

royalties, and Crown land sales lead to an average annual revenue of $16.3 billion, most of which 

($14 billion) is from upstream oil and gas extraction (NRCan, 2020b). However, it is important to 

note that the Canadian energy sector also receives substantial subsidies. For example, though many 

vastly different estimates exist, the Canadian oil and gas sector received subsidies totalling 

anywhere from $600 million to $4.8 billion in 2019 (Corkal et al., 2020; Laan & Corkal, 2020).7 

Despite its dominance in contemporary discourse and policy, the energy sector in Canada 

consists of much more than oil and gas. It includes a variety of energy sources, including nuclear 

energy, coal, hydroelectricity, and a growing supply of renewable energy sources like wind and 

solar (see Figures 2 and 3 below). However, both energy production and energy consumption in 

Canada remain dominated by fossil fuels (65% and over 77% respectively) (Canada Energy 

Regulator [CER], 2020a; NRCan, 2020b).  

 
6 This includes the production and sale of petroleum products, electricity, and other energy products such as uranium. 

It also includes indirect energy products, such as energy services.  

7 A detailed national analysis of renewable energy subsidies has not yet been completed in Canada, but globally 

renewable energy subsidies are significantly lower than those for oil and gas (ratio of approximately 4:1) (Bridle et 

al., 2019; Corkal et al., 2020). 
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crude oil

34%
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28%

natural gas
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hydroelectricity
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coal
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3% natural gas liquids
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refined petroleum 

products
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natural gas
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other
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Created based on data from NRCan, 2020b. 

Note that new renewables refers to renewable 

energy production  other than large-scale 

hydroelectricity such as wind and solar.  

Created based on data from CER, 2020a. 

Canada’s electricity sector (17% of total 

energy consumption) is dominated by 

hydroelectricity (62%), nuclear (15%), and 

natural gas (9%). Thus, though there are 

emissions associated with Canada’s electricity, 

it is less fossil fuel intensive than other forms of 

energy consumption (CER, 2020a). 

Figure 2: Canada's Primary Energy Production (2018) 

Figure 3: Canada's Energy Consumption (2017) 
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While energy production has therefore had positive economic impacts, Canada remains 

overly reliant upon fossil fuels in its energy production and consumption activities. This ongoing 

reliance has led to an exacerbation of many of the previously-mentioned sustainability challenges, 

including climate change, air pollution, water pollution, wildlife and habitat loss, and noise and 

light pollution. The situation is so bad that Canada risks becoming an “[energy] superpolluter” 

instead of the “energy superpower” that many leaders push it to be (Richardson, 2007, p. 1). 

Although advocacy organizations and non-profits have long pushed for action on the issue, these 

sustainability challenges have only recently been recognized and acted upon in any real way by 

government and industry actors. Unfortunately, resulting actions in Canada have thus far been 

insufficient.  

What these actors consider in discussions of sustainability varies. Environmental 

sustainability issues often dominate rhetoric surrounding Canada’s energy sector, and this thesis 

will follow this trend by also focusing on environmental sustainability. This focus was chosen to 

ensure the parameters of this research are manageable. However, sustainability challenges include 

not only environmental, but also social and economic elements. In terms of social sustainability, 

energy-related challenges include poverty and social vulnerability, widening inequalities, poor 

working conditions, unemployment, and financial volatility (Savaget et al., 2019, p. 879). These 

social and the previously-mentioned environmental issues are associated with negative effects on 

human, flora, and fauna health and wellbeing as well as, ultimately, a negative impact on the long-

term vitality of the Canadian economy due to a deterioration of the resources on which we rely for 

industrial processes and everyday life. Key environmental sustainability challenges associated 

with the Canadian energy sector, as well as their impact on human health and the local ecology, 

are discussed below. 
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The most commonly cited sustainability issue stemming from Canada’s current energy 

system is that of GHG emissions. Since almost all of Canada’s GHG emissions (82%) are energy-

related, climate change is inexorably intertwined with energy systems (CER, 2020b). Globally, 

Canada generates 1.7% of total emissions, but it is one of the most emissions-intensive countries 

in the world (CER, 2020c). In fact, Canada has been ranked in last place compared to 17 similar 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) nations in terms of its energy 

and emissions intensity per capita (CER, 2020c). These GHG emissions from energy production 

and consumption are exacerbating the already-concerning phenomenon of climate change and the 

host of issues that it brings, including increased flooding, fires, extreme storms, vector-borne 

diseases, drought, and the spread of pests such as ticks and pine beetles. For example, climate 

change-induced flooding across Quebec in 2019 caused over $127 million in insured damage 

(Insurance Board of Canada, 2019). Due to rising temperatures, such catastrophic flooding 

incidents are expected to become increasingly common (Eschner, 2019).  

The oil and gas sector is often pointed to as a key source of the GHG emissions contributing 

to such catastrophes, but there are GHG emissions associated with renewable energy production  

as well. That being said, the difference in terms of lifecycle emissions of the two forms of energy 

is staggering: while coal and oil produce approximately 888 and 733 tonnes of carbon dioxide 

equivalent (CO2e)8 per Gigawatt-hour (GWh) respectively, solar, wind, and hydroelectricity each 

produce 85, 26, and 26 tonnes of CO2e per GWh (World Nuclear Association, 2011).9 Renewable 

 
8 CO2e is a commonly-used unit for measuring carbon footprints. It expresses emissions in terms of the amount of 

CO2 required to produce the same amount of warming. For example, even though methane produces 25x the warming 

that CO2 does, the two forms of air pollution can be expressed in one unit (e.g., 5 CO2 + 1 methane = 30 CO2e) 

(Brander, 2012).  

 
9 Lifecycle emissions refers to emissions produced throughout the production of the technology, its use, and its 

disposal. Thus, while wind turbines may not produce any emissions while they are operational, their production, 

transportation, and disposal may.  
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energy sources therefore produce just 3-10% of the GHG emissions that these fossil fuels do over 

their lifetime.  

Despite its dominance in contemporary discussions, energy-related sustainability concerns 

go far beyond GHG emissions. Present-day energy production  and consumption is also the largest 

contributor to air pollution around the world (Prasad et al., 2019, p. 178). The burning of fossil 

fuels leads to several harmful emissions, including carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds, 

nitrous oxides, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter (Prasad et al., 2019, p. 178). These air 

pollutants are estimated to lead to 6.5 million deaths each year globally and create acid rain which 

destroys ecosystems and leads to decreased soil and water quality (International Energy Agency 

[IEA], 2016). Though renewable energy production  does not directly produce any air pollution, it 

is quite likely that, in our current fossil fuel intensive energy system, the manufacturing and 

transportation of the technology and/or parts does lead to air pollution. No estimates regarding the 

magnitude of these ancillary air pollution emissions could be found, but it is reasonable to assume 

that they are a fraction of the emissions stemming from the production and consumption of fossil 

fuels.  

Water pollution is yet another sustainability challenge associated with Canada’s energy 

production  system. Energy production with fossil fuels depends heavily on water (Folk, 2019). 

For example, the combustion of fuels such as gas or coal creates heat that boils water, emitting 

steam which spins turbines to generate electricity. Many refinement processes also require the use 

of water (Folk, 2019). Once the water is used for these energy-related processes, it is often pumped 

back to its source (with varying amounts of treatment) (Folk, 2019). Even if there are no toxins in 

the water which is released back into the environment, it is often considerably warmer, causing 

thermal pollution. This heat can decrease the fertility of marine wildlife and lead to lower levels 
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of oxygen in the water (Folk, 2019). For example, the Bay Shore coal plant in Ohio faced backlash 

in 2010 when damning reports emerged, showing that the plant’s operations were killing 46 million 

adult fish and over 2.4 billion eggs, larvae and young fish in Lake Erie each year (Hawthorne, 

2011).  

The volume of water consumed by the energy industry is substantial. Ali (2018) estimated 

that in 2009, 358 million metres squared (m3) of water was withdrawn and used by the energy 

production  sector in Alberta, mostly from the Athabasca River (p. 104). Furthermore, he estimated 

that this water use increases at an annual growth rate of 9% (Ali, 2018, p. 104). No recent studies 

on the volume of toxic water pollution from the Canadian energy production sector could be found, 

but a 2013 study estimated that 11 million litres of toxic waste from the oil sands in Alberta leak 

into the watershed daily (Environmental Defence).  

Oil and gas activities are not the only source of energy-related water pollution; nuclear power 

plants and hydroelectric power plants are also water-intensive processes (Ali, 2018, p. 105). 

Nuclear power plants consume and pollute water the same way that fossil fuel combustion does, 

through using the heat of nuclear reactions to boil water, create steam, and run a turbine to produce 

electricity. Nuclear plants in Canada also use heavy water to cool the nuclear reactors so they do 

not overheat, which further contaminates water waste. Hydroelectricity processes consume water 

through evaporation from reservoirs (Lee et al., 2016) and can lead to a lack of oxygen in deep 

water, algae growth and therefore a hypoxic environment, thermal pollution, and mercury pollution 

(Goodfellow et al., 2018).  

Wildlife and habitat loss are issues stemming from the sustainability issues discussed 

above. GHG emissions, air pollution, and water pollution all destroy ecosystems and harm wildlife. 

However, wildlife and habitats are also impacted by the energy sector in other ways. In the oil and 
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gas sector, large-scale production, pipelines, and marine shipping for the transportation of fuels 

lead to deteriorated, destroyed, and/or fragmented habitats (Fluker, 2019). In Canada, specific 

concerns have been raised regarding the impact that increased marine vessel traffic from the 

construction of the Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion project would have on the endangered 

southern killer whales (Fluker, 2019). The woodland caribou populations have also been severely 

negatively impacted by energy projects in northern Alberta (Fluker, 2019). Lastly, reserve pits and 

evaporation ponds used to store the by-products of drilling lead to avian fatalities as birds fly into 

unprotected pits and cannot get out (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2018).  

In the renewable energy sector, the impacts of energy production are also considerable. 

Increasing the use of large-scale wind turbines, solar panels, and hydropower will require massive 

amounts of land, which will lead to the degradation and fragmentation of wildlife habitats across 

the country (World Wildlife Fund, 2016). Analysis by Bloomberg has shown that if wind and solar 

were to provide 98% of America’s electric power by 2050, land use by the energy production 

sector would quadruple (Merrill, 2021). Furthermore, many post-use parts from renewable energy 

production technologies take up large amounts of space in landfills. For example, the composite 

materials used to manufacture wind turbine blades cannot currently be reused or recycled.10 These 

turbines therefore end up in landfills after their 20 to 25-year lifetime (Kelley, 2017). Due to their 

massive size (average rotor diameter of 114 metres), this landfill build-up will become increasingly 

concerning as wind energy continues to grow in Canada (CER, 2019). Lastly, wind turbines have 

also been linked to bird and bat death through hitting the turbines or barotrauma (when the 

 
10 However, this is quickly changing as wind turbine producers push for 100% recyclability of their products. For 

example, Vestas, a Danish wind turbine manufacturer, has committed to producing products which are fully recyclable 

(Corbley, 2021).  
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movement of the blades causes a drop in air pressure, which damages bats’ lungs) (Lafleur, 

2019).11 

Noise and light pollution are an often-overlooked energy-related sustainability challenge. 

These forms of pollution are a source of disturbance for humans and other animals, contributing 

to wildlife displacement and masking visual and auditory traits which are essential to the survival 

and reproduction of many animals (Jones et al., 2015, p. 296). In the oil and gas sector, noise 

pollution stems from drill rigs, fracking, pumps, compressors, generators, and vehicle traffic (Jones 

et al., 2015, p. 296). Light pollution from oil and gas fields includes gas flares and vehicle 

headlights (Jones et al., 2015, p. 297). In the renewable energy sector, most concerns regarding 

noise pollution are related to wind turbines, which produce aerodynamic noise as the blades pass 

through the air (Rogers et al., 2006). Wind turbines are also required to be lit at night due to air 

safety concerns (Jones et al., 2015, p. 297). The impact of this noise and light pollution is often 

difficult to detect or define empirically.  

The cumulative impact of these sustainability challenges is becoming increasingly difficult 

to ignore. Governments across Canada have therefore increasingly made sustainability a key goal 

in the energy sector. Much of this work stems from the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean 

Growth and Climate Change (PCF), Canada’s collective plan for economic growth and addressing 

climate change. Private sector actors are also increasingly recognizing and acting upon energy-

related sustainability challenges. Research by PricewaterhouseCoopers has shown that 

 
11 There have been many notable efforts to mitigate these negative effects that wind turbines can have on fauna, and 

many are promising. For example, research has shown that painting one turbine blade black can reduce the number of 

birds hitting the turbines by 70% (Kinver, 2020). However, as the number of wind turbines increase in the coming 

years, there will need to be a concerted effort to ensure that these bird and bat deaths are addressed.  
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sustainability (defined as Environmental Social and Governance [ESG]12 actions) has become a 

leading factor in guiding investment decisions (Crutchfield & Asghar, 2020). For example, in April 

of 2021, one of the largest U.S. public pension funds pulled out its stake in the Canadian oil sands 

because of a desire to transition its investments to net-zero (Thurton, 2021). This means that a lack 

of awareness and action regarding sustainability in Canadian energy sector firms may very well 

mean a lack of investment and ultimately economic failure.  

Firms within the energy sector are not oblivious to this growing sensitivity to sustainability; 

even a brief overview of the websites of a few large energy companies reveals an awareness of 

how important sustainability is becoming. While recognizing that reality and tangible actions are 

very different from what a company may present on its website, even the homepage of 

ExxonMobil, the world’s largest energy company, states that: “…ExxonMobil scientists and 

engineers are pioneering new research and pursuing new technologies to reduce emissions while 

creating more efficient fuels. We're committed to responsibly meeting the world's energy needs” 

(Exxonmobil, 2021). This quote, which is displayed in the centre of the company’s homepage, 

indicates that, at least at a rhetorical level, even the world’s largest oil and gas company recognizes 

the importance of addressing the pressing sustainability challenges associated with the energy 

sector.  

This sentiment and the prominence of sustainability rhetoric on the websites of energy 

companies is relatively common in 2021. In fact, many oil and gas companies have committed to 

 
12 ESG has come to be the most commonly-used concept used to refer to and gauge sustainability efforts within the 

private sector. ESG is a set of targets and standards for a company’s operations that address their environmental, 

social, and governance impacts and processes. ESG criteria has become a popular standard used by investors to 

determine socially conscious investments (Chen, 2021).  
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having net-zero GHG emissions by 2050.13 However, the question is whether or not this 

sustainability rhetoric and these targets will translate into sufficient tangible action, and whether 

or not this action will be enough to attain a truly sustainable energy future. This research seeks to 

help energy companies in this endeavor and suggests a solution by which they could more 

efficiently and effectively achieve these sustainability goals. If gender does matter when it comes 

to sustainability leadership, then energy companies could use this research to make a case for 

increased attention to the promotion of women leaders, which would ultimately support their 

attainment of sustainability goals and thus their long-term success as a company.  

1.3 Chapter One Conclusion  

In this thesis, I will argue that gender does matter when it comes to sustainability 

leadership, and therefore supporting women so that they can overcome the systematic barriers 

preventing them from achieving leadership positions in Canadian energy sector firms will serve 

to facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy transition. Chapter One began laying the foundation for 

this argument, setting out the methods, study scope, and the many sustainability problems that lie 

at the root of this research. Chapter Two will continue laying the foundation for this research 

through exploring and defining several key concepts.  

 

 

 

 

 
13 For a private company, achieving net-zero means “achieving a state in which the business model of the company 

results in no net impact on the climate” (Pineda & Faria, 2019, p. 16). Companies which have made a net-zero 

commitment include BP, Shell, Repsol, and Equinor (Murray, 2020).   
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Chapter Two: Key Concepts 

The main argument of this thesis, that gender matters when it comes to sustainability 

leadership and Canada’s sustainable energy transition, makes use of several ambiguous concepts. 

Therefore, prior to delving into the question of whether or not women are sustainable energy 

transition leaders, several key concepts must be explored. This chapter will explore and set out 

how the concepts of gender, leadership, and sustainable energy transition will be operationalized 

throughout this thesis.  

2.1 Gender 

Gender shapes our societal structures, institutions, and interactions in a fundamental way. 

As stated by Aĭkhenvalʹd (2016) in her book How Gender Shapes the World: “the multifaceted 

notion of ‘gender’ pervades every aspect of life and of living. Gender differences form the basis 

for family life, patterns of socialization, distribution of tasks, spheres of responsibility, and 

occupational predilections” (p. 1). However, despite its prominent role in everyday life, ‘gender’ 

can be difficult to define. 

Though controversial when it was first suggested by psychologist Robert Stroller in 1968, 

the distinction between gender and sex has come to be widely accepted (Mikkola, 2017). When 

the concept of gender first emerged and became popularized, the distinction between gender and 

sex was viewed as relatively straightforward: while sex referred to biological features to denote 

differences between men and women, gender was used to recognize that many differences are the 

result of cultural and social factors (Editors of Salem Press, 2011, p. 42; Mikkola, 2017). Thus, 

gender was often overlaid over biological sex. However, since the 1990s this conception of gender 

has been shifting, recognizing the complexity of gender and gender relations. More recent 

scholarship emphasizes the role of power, hegemony, and intersectionality in shaping gender 
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identity and relations (Posca, 2018, p. 241; Swigonski & Raheim, 2011, p. 14). This literature also 

acknowledges the variability of gender, its fluidity, and its non-binary diverse nature (Siltanen & 

Doucet, 2008). Furthermore, rather than viewing gender as something that people have, it is 

conceived as “something that people do as they practice or perform the routine and recurrent tasks 

and accomplishments of daily life” (Swigonski & Raheim, 2011, p. 14). 

The most prominent scholar with this performance-based conception of gender is Judith 

Butler. And, though there are many different definitions of gender, each providing unique insights, 

the articulation of gender by Butler (1988) is the most applicable for this research. Butler’s 

articulation is built on Simone de Beauvoir’s famous claim that “one is not born, but, rather, 

becomes a woman” (Beauvoir, 1973, p. 301). It is this active articulation of gender that will provide 

the theoretical foundations of this research. Rather than conceiving of gender as a set of norms or 

social constructions unilaterally forced upon women, this research will define gender as “an 

identity instituted through a stylized repetition of acts,” something that is performed rather than 

innate (Butler, 1988, p. 519). This definition recognizes the inherent instability of gender and the 

agency of individuals.  

The study of how gender is performed and changes over time has increasingly come to the 

forefront of both academia and public discourse. Scholarship on gender differences suggests that 

societal structures and power dynamics encourage different behaviours in women and men. For 

example, Gilligan (1982) points out that women are rewarded for altruistic behaviour much more 

than men. These structures have implications for how people of different genders perceive 

themselves, act around others, and prioritize when making decisions. It therefore has implications 

for how they lead, which will be the focus of this research. 
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2.2 Leadership  

A common perception of leaders in the private sector is that they must be a solo, assertive, 

rational, and charismatic individual who does not let their emotions get in the way (Petit, 2014). 

Though it is an extreme example, Jordan Belfort, the inspiration for the 2013 film The Wolf of Wall 

Street, epitomizes many of these characteristics. In the film adaptation, he is charismatic, inspiring 

his staff with his (rather unethical) speeches, he leads by example, and he encourages his staff to 

“leave [their] emotions at the door” (Scorsese, 2013). These stereotypes surrounding leaders are 

primarily masculine, meaning people tend to perceive good leadership as something associated 

with masculinity and male stereotypes (Koenig et al., 2011). However, in reality leaders come in 

a variety of shapes and sizes, and often do not conform to these traditional stereotypes. 

Leaders and leadership therefore vary, but all share a defining characteristic. Namely, they 

are distinct from managers, who deal with operational efficiencies. Instead, leaders are concerned 

with inspiring change, and moving towards a desirable future for the given company. The 

following definition of a leader put forward by Visser and Courtice (2011) will be used in this 

research: “a leader is someone who can craft a vision and inspire people to act collectively to make 

it happen, responding to whatever changes and challenges arise along the way” (p. 2). 

This definition points to another important characteristic of leadership and leaders: what is 

considered ‘leadership’ is determined by the needs of any given circumstance (Redekop & Olson, 

2010, p. 6). Leadership is therefore socially constructed and situational: “change the context and 

leadership changes, as does what is sought and whether specific leadership patterns are considered 

effective” (Osborn et al., 2002, p. 797-798). For example, a hunter-gatherer community would 

look for different forms of leadership and leadership qualities than a settlement facing a Mongol 

raid, which would in turn look for different leadership than a modern business struggling to reduce 

its carbon footprint. This fluidity and reactionary nature of leadership is a key foundation of this 
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research. When leadership is defined in this manner, as a reaction to changing circumstances, it 

becomes evident that modern sustainability and energy transition problems require a modern and 

novel form of leadership. What used to count as good leadership in the twentieth century (what 

Rost [1991] dubbed the “industrial paradigm” of leadership) is no longer relevant and will not help 

to solve contemporary sustainability and energy transition problems. For example, Rost (1991) 

argues that the new “post-industrial” style of leadership must move away from an emphasis on 

authority and towards a recognition of the importance of values, ethics, and influence. He asserts 

that only through changing leadership in this way can society properly address the issues that it 

faced in the late twentieth century.  

These conclusions that Rost reached in the early 1990s are perhaps even more relevant to 

leadership in 2021 and moving forward. Societal expectations, business structures, and the 

problems businesses face have all changed, meaning leadership structures must change as well. 

This sentiment can be found in reports by prominent companies like Deloitte (2019) and work by 

business professors Moldoveanu and Narayandas, who, in a 2019 article stated that “companies of 

all sorts realize that to survive in today’s volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous environment, 

they need leadership skills and organizational capabilities different from those that helped them 

succeed in the past” (para. 1). Yet even though the shortcomings of dominant leadership styles and 

structures have been broadly recognized, no clear alternative has emerged to take its place 

(Davenport, 2001). This research endeavors to address this gap and demonstrate what kind of 

leadership Canada needs to address these contemporary challenges, specifically challenges relating 

to sustainability in energy sector firms. 
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2.3 Sustainable Energy Transition 

In order to address the multitude of energy-related sustainability challenges that Canada and 

the world are facing, a sustainable energy transition must take place. In fact, many believe that the 

negative effects of the incumbent energy system are already causing firms and countries to initiate 

energy transitions (International Renewable Energy Agency [IRENA], 2020; Smith & Coady, 

2018, p. 4). These transitions are characterized by increased attention to environmental and health-

related impacts of the energy system as well as the rapid uptake of renewable and low-carbon 

energy technologies such as solar panels, wind turbines, lithium-ion batteries, and clean 

hydrogen.14 In fact, over the past decade renewable energy has been the only form of energy that 

has grown at a rate in the double digits, with global consumption growing at an average rate of 

13.7% each year (Rapier, 2020).  

The sustainable energy transition that Canada and the world is facing is not the first energy 

transition that the world has made, but it is distinct from previous transitions. The world has already 

transitioned from an energy system primarily supplied by wood, to one driven by coal during the 

Industrial Revolution, and then later still to one driven by oil in the mid-to-late 1900s (CER, 

2020d). However, these previous transitions were not driven by external landscape factors (e.g., 

sustainability challenges) but by the emergence of a more efficient, effective, and/or affordable 

energy source. Furthermore, these past transitions occurred gradually over a long period of time. 

Canada’s current energy transition is also occurring gradually, but it will need to speed up in the 

coming years if the effects of the accelerating environmental and socio-economic degradation 

previously discussed are to be effectively mitigated. Canada and the world thus do not have the 

 
14 Clean hydrogen refers to hydrogen produced either through electrolysis or through the typical steam-methane 

reforming process but with carbon capture to make the process carbon neutral.  
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luxury of waiting for a gradual and perhaps more natural energy transition towards more 

sustainable production  (Huberty & Zysman, 2010, p. 2027).  

Despite progress in this regard, this transition has only just begun. For example, estimates 

suggest that renewable energy makes up 24% of the total global energy supply and only 16% of 

the energy supply in Canada (NRCan, 2020c). However, in the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change’s (IPCC’s) Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5 degrees Celsius, experts 

predicted that renewable energy must contribute approximately 70-85% of total energy supply by 

2050 to limit warming to 1.5 degrees (IPCC, 2018, p. 132). While addressing climate change is 

only one facet of sustainability, this suggests that while a transition is underway, further action is 

needed. 

A sustainable energy transition is also much larger than adopting renewable energy 

technologies. Though the definitions overlap, renewable energy is not synonymous with 

sustainable energy or a sustainable energy system. As demonstrated in section 1.2, many 

sustainability challenges associated with the oil and gas sector are also present in the renewable 

energy sector, though often to a lesser extent. For example, though renewable energy technologies 

such as wind turbines may not produce GHG emissions, the production of these technologies 

and/or their transportation likely will, and their use and disposal can lead to other sustainability 

challenges such as wildlife and habitat loss and landfill build-up. Because these sustainability 

challenges therefore apply to the breadth of energy production in Canada, a main goal of this 

research is to explore how private sector leaders can accelerate the transition to a more sustainable 

energy system as a whole. This includes promoting sustainability in the oil and gas sector, as well 

as a greater awareness of sustainability challenges associated with renewable energy technologies. 

While encouraging further uptake of renewable energy is critical to addressing climate change, 
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having a narrow focus on the adoption of renewable energy technologies will not effectively 

address contemporary sustainability challenges. Beyond the limitations of the technologies 

themselves, the manner by which this new infrastructure is constructed, the materials that are used, 

their location, and the level of attentiveness to the impact on local ecology will all impact the 

overall sustainability of renewable energy installations. If these additional factors are not 

accounted for, renewable energy infrastructure can have negative effects on sustainability through 

reducing biodiversity, increasing mining of rare earth metals, and creating landfill waste from old 

infrastructure that cannot be recycled (Spillias et al., 2020). Since they often require large amounts 

of land, renewable energy projects can also have negative social impacts such as leading to conflict 

with Indigenous peoples through threatening local land rights and cultural heritage (Spillias et al., 

2020).  

Thus, while increasing the uptake of renewable energy technology is one goal, transitioning 

to a sustainable energy system requires a much more holistic mindset. This research will therefore 

define ‘sustainable energy transition’ as the collective sum of actions promoting sustainability in 

the energy sector, which includes increased attention to climate change, biodiversity, water, air, 

and soil pollution, habitat loss, and human health and wellbeing. This open-ended definition of 

sustainable energy transition can include actions across the energy sector, so long as they address 

Canada’s many sustainability challenges.  

2.4 Chapter Two Conclusion  

In this thesis, I will argue that gender matters when it comes to sustainability leadership 

and promoting Canada’s sustainable energy transition. In short, women are sustainable energy 

transition leaders and supporting them in energy sector firms so that they can attain leadership 

positions will benefit the firms and Canada as a whole. Chapter Two built on Chapter One 
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through completing the foundation for this research. This chapter defined the key concepts of 

gender, leadership, and sustainable energy transition, which will be used throughout the rest of 

this thesis. Having established this foundation, the next step is to begin the secondary research 

component of this thesis through a review of the literature.  
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Chapter Three: Literature Review 

There is evidence in existing literature supporting the main argument of this thesis, namely, 

that gender is a relevant factor in sustainability leadership and sustainable energy transition 

leadership. However, since this topic currently contains only a sparse amount of literature, research 

must be drawn from a variety of fields in order to respond to the research questions guiding this 

thesis. Thus, the following literature review is split into two sections: the first will address the 

primary research question, and the second will address the secondary research question. Since the 

primary research question of this thesis (will promoting women’s leadership in energy sector firms 

serve to facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy transition?) cannot be answered by one body of 

literature, this secondary research will include a review of research in the fields of both 

sustainability leadership and gendered leadership. These two bodies of literature will be analyzed 

and compared in order to provide evidence that women are in fact sustainability leaders. The 

second section of this literature review will provide an overview of the literature relevant to the 

secondary research question: what barriers do women and women leaders face in Canadian energy 

sector firms and how can these barriers be overcome? This secondary research will then be used 

to structure and conduct the primary research component of this thesis (Chapter Five). 

3.1 Gendered Sustainability Leadership 

The first section of this literature review explores research related to the primary research 

question of this thesis and can be broken down into two parts. The initial focus is on sustainability 

leadership, and includes an exploration of the field of literature which has responded to the 

question: what kind of leadership does Canada need to address contemporary sustainability 

challenges? The second part of this literature review ties in gender, and responds to the question: 

where can we find this leadership that previous research suggests we need? It reviews the field of 
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literature on women’s leadership, tying leadership attributes associated with women leaders with 

leadership attributes necessary for sustainability leadership. Through combining these two fields 

of literature, this secondary research will provide insights into the primary research question 

guiding this thesis.   

3.1.1  Sustainability leadership 

There is a distinct need for novel leadership in order to effectively address contemporary 

sustainability problems. As discussed in section 2.2, traditional leadership structures and attributes 

are ill-equipped for such problems. Yet surprisingly little research has been done on the topic of 

leadership for sustainability (Redekop & Olson, 2010, p. 2). In the field of leadership studies, few 

scholarly texts discuss this topic in any depth, but rather refer to it as an “emerging issue” of 

interest for future studies (Antonakis et al., 2004; Gill, 2006; Redekop & Olson, 2010, p. 2). The 

one thing that scholars agree on is that effective leadership is essential to the attainment of 

sustainability (Hull et al., 2018; MacNeill, 2007). Furthermore, though leadership for sustainability 

is needed in all walks of life, the private sector is one sphere in which this form of leadership is 

particularly lacking, despite it being absolutely critical to achieving sustainability (Campbell et al., 

2018, p. 19). Since the private sector is responsible for the vast majority (85%) of all investments 

around the world, ensuring their actions and funds are supporting rather than undermining 

sustainability is key (Climate Action Network, 2013). In fact, in advanced economies such as 

Canada, state-owned energy investments made up only 9% of total energy investments in 2019 

(IEA, 2020). In short, private sector sustainability leadership matters now more than ever. These 

leaders can not only drive change within their own businesses, but they can also catalyze more 

systematic changes through influencing policy, partners, and investors (World Business Council 

for Sustainable Development [WBCSD], 2011, p. 2).  
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Since problems of sustainability require a distinct form of leadership and leadership 

attributes, the next step of this research is to describe a framework for identifying effective private 

sector sustainability leaders. In other words, what leadership attributes are conducive to 

sustainability leadership in private sector companies? There are only a handful of articles from 

which to pull in order to respond to this question. However, this literature is relatively consistent 

in terms of what it shows to be integral for sustainability leadership.  

When it comes to private sector sustainability, corporate social responsibility (CSR)15 and 

ESG are key motifs across the literature. Metcalf and Benn (2013) build on this and identify key 

attributes for private sector leaders to enable the efficient and effective enactment of CSR 

initiatives. The authors identify several leadership attributes which are key to the attainment of 

these CSR efforts. They present the ability to understand and address complexities as being a key 

attribute, while also recognizing the important role that collaboration, ethical leadership, and 

transformational leadership play: 

We argue that the complex and dynamic nature of interpreting just how and in what way an 

organisation is to be sustainable means that leadership for sustainability requires leaders of 

extraordinary abilities. These are proposed to be leaders who can think through complex 

problems, engage groups in dynamic organisational change and have high emotional 

intelligence (EI) to deal with the personal emotions associated with complexity. (p. 370) 

Hull and colleagues (2018) also recognize the exceptional challenge posed by modern 

sustainability problems, and the “specialized leadership competencies” necessary to effectively 

enact sustainability initiatives in the private sector (p. 171). Much like Metcalf and Benn (2013), 

Hull and colleagues (2018) highlight the complexity of addressing sustainability, and how leaders 

must be able to manage this complexity and uncertainty through collaboration and shared 

 
15 CSR is a business model which encourages companies to be conscious of and take action to mitigate any negative 

impacts their processes and practices have on society, including environmental and social impacts. For example, one 

CSR target that the coffee company Starbucks has had in recent years is to attain 99% ethically sourced coffee 

(Starbucks, 2020, p. 5).  
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leadership (p. 172). For example, they bring up how most sustainability challenges (e.g., climate 

change) can only be addressed through changing complex interconnected global systems. Since 

no one leader has authority over or will even interact with all stakeholders involved, addressing 

these sustainability challenges will require working with others, sharing power, and managing 

complex systems and relationships (Hull et al., 2018, p. 172). 

Work by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) highlights 

similar leadership attributes for modern sustainability problems. Drawing on research and 

evidence collected from its 200 member companies, the WBCSD identified six attributes for 

modern sustainability leaders: understanding the context, managing complexity, systems thinking, 

working with stakeholders and non-traditional approaches, inspiring and leading change, and 

enabling innovation through moving away from restrictive hierarchies (WBCSD, 2011, p. 6). 

Much like previously mentioned research, this work once again emphasizes the importance of 

working with others and managing a complex process.  
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While also recognizing that sustainability problems are complex, the conclusions of Knight 

and Paterson (2017) are distinct from the previous studies in that they argue that the “skills 

identified as most critical for sustainability leaders are familiar and learnable” (p. 573). Thus, there 

is less of an emphasis on the exceptional requirements necessary for individuals to become 

sustainability leaders in the private sector, though there is still a recognition that sustainability 

leadership is distinct. These authors create a model for sustainability leadership (see Figure 4) 

based on the contributions of 97 participants, finding that five leadership attributes are key to 

success: having an ethical orientation, and being inclusive, a change agent, visionary, and results 

driven (Knight & Paterson, 2017, p. 565). These authors therefore bring a few new things to the 

table, including inclusivity and being visionary, which they argue are key to successful 

sustainability leadership.  

 

Figure 4: Sustainability Leadership Behavioural Competency Model (Knight & Paterson, 2017, p. 565) 
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The works of Metcalf and Benn (2013), Hull and colleagues (2018), the WBCSD (2011), 

and Knight and Paterson (2017) therefore have many similarities. The importance of being able to 

effectively manage complexities, working collaboratively, being ethical and inclusive, facilitating 

innovation, and being a transformational leader are all attributes identified across this literature. 

However, other academics have gone beyond personal leadership attributes and put forward more 

comprehensive frameworks for identifying sustainability leaders in the private sector. Visser and 

Courtice’s (2011) model includes a variety of aspects including leadership traits, styles, skills, 

internal and external actions that are conducive to sustainability leadership (see Figure 5 below). 

This model includes many attributes listed by other authors, including being inclusive, innovative, 

collaborative, and able to manage complexity.  

Figure 5: The Cambridge Sustainability Leadership Model (Visser & Courtice, 2011, p. 5) 
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The leadership models discussed above all focus on private sector sustainability leadership 

in the context of addressing modern sustainability problems. However, another field of literature 

focuses explicitly on private sector leadership for the attainment of the Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs).16 Despite having a different focus, the work within this second sphere of 

scholarship has similar conclusions. For example, Sørensen and Handcock (2020) conducted 

interviews with 55 private sector sustainability leaders to gain an understanding of what attributes 

are key to sustainability leadership and the attainment of the SDGs (p. 2). They conclude that four 

leadership attributes are key to this: the ability to address complexity through multilevel systems 

thinking, stakeholder inclusion and collaboration skills, innovation and creative orientation, and 

long-term thinking (p. 11). The work of Campbell and colleagues (2018) also focuses on private 

sector leadership for the attainment of the SDGs. These authors identify six leadership attributes 

which are critical to attaining private sector sustainability: long-term thinking, innovation, 

collaboration, transparency, environmental management (leaders that recognize and prioritize 

environmental issues), and social inclusiveness (p. 10). Many of these are similar if not identical 

to what previous research concluded.  

These conclusions of previous research studies are interesting for a couple of reasons. Their 

consistency, despite the fact that they were done with different populations and across a nine-year 

timespan, is remarkable. This suggests that no matter where you may be and whatever your 

sustainability goal (whether it be related to CSR initiatives or the SDGs), certain leadership 

attributes will be more effective than others in attaining that goal. For example, one theme which 

consistently emerged was collaboration and looser hierarchies. This form of leadership may not 

 
16 First adopted in 2015, the SDGs are a blueprint for all United Nations Member States for a better future for all 

people and our planet. They are a global partnership calling for the realization of 17 goals by 2030, including an end 

to poverty, improving health and education, reducing inequality, and tackling our modern environmental challenges 

(United Nations, 2021).  
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always be the answer: if a leader is dealing with an emergency that needs to be addressed right 

away or managing a niche problem irrelevant to others, a collaborative approach would likely not 

be the most effective. However, this literature review suggests that when leading sustainability 

efforts, collaboration is key.  

Another interesting take-away from this review is that these leadership attributes which the 

literature has identified as being key to sustainability leadership are notably absent from the 

stereotype of a traditionally masculine leader and the attributes that they should possess. Rather 

than the traditional stereotype of a solo, assertive, rational, and charismatic individual, this 

literature suggests that sustainability leaders must be collaborative, encouraging, ethical, and 

inclusive. This not only reinforces my previous suggestion that modern sustainability problems 

require a distinct form of modern sustainability leadership, but also suggests that effective 

sustainability leadership is decidedly non-masculine. Instead, leadership attributes such as 

collaboration and inclusivity are consistently tied to femininity and women’s leadership (as will 

be discussed in section 3.1.2 below). 

Lastly, it is important to note the place that these attributes which existing literature identifies 

as being key to sustainability leadership have in institutional structures and norms surrounding 

leadership and promotions. While things are changing, in a traditional company setting many of 

these are not leadership attributes which will typically get an individual promoted. For example, 

individuals who work well with others in a collaborative manner and showcase group success as 

opposed to individual success are often overlooked for promotions. Instead, research suggests that 

loud narcissists are more likely to step into positions of power (Brunell et al., 2008; Campbell & 

Crist, 2020). This failure is systematic: currently, many private sector companies are set up with 

structures and norms which prioritize self-aggrandizing behaviour (Campbell & Crist, 2020). 
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However, if individuals with these sustainability leadership qualities (e.g., ethical and 

collaborative) are not promoted to leadership positions, the sustainability of a company will suffer 

as a result of leaders ill-suited for issues of sustainability. In light of the global trend towards 

increasing awareness of sustainability challenges and the key role it is now playing in investment 

decisions, continuing to promote leaders who are ill-suited to sustainability problems could lead 

to the downfall of a company in the long term.  

A comprehensive summary of what attributes this literature review has pointed to as being 

critical for private sector sustainability leadership can be found in Table 1 below. While there is 

no discussion in the literature of how these leadership attributes rank in terms of their importance 

in effective sustainability leadership, some leadership attributes do appear to be more important 

than others. For example, the importance of a collaborative leadership style in leading 

sustainability initiatives emerges in six different articles, more than any other attribute. 

Collaboration is also a component of other sustainability leadership attributes, such as innovation, 

transformational leadership, and inclusive leadership. Similarly, the ability to manage complexity 

is referenced many times (in five articles) and is tied to several other attributes. Like collaboration, 

the ability to manage complexity is inherently linked to other sustainability leadership attributes. 

This is because if a leader is not good at managing complexity, it is unlikely that they will be able 

to be collaborative, innovative, ethical, inclusive, and think long-term all at once.  
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Table 1: Attributes for Private Sector Sustainability Leadership 

Attribute Scholarship 

Collaborative 

 

Collaboration as a leadership attribute means that a leader focuses on 

team building, working together, looser hierarchical structures, and 

moving away from silos.  

Metcalf and Benn (2013) 

Hull et al. (2018) 

WBCSD (2011) 

Visser and Courtice (2011) 

Sørensen and Handcock (2020) 

Campbell et al. (2018) 

Innovative 

Innovation as a leadership attribute contributes to sustainability as a 

personal attribute and as a leadership style. As a leadership style, 

innovation consists of encouraging others to share new ideas and be 

creative. 

WBCSD (2011) 

Knight and Paterson (2017) 

Visser and Courtice (2011) 

Sørensen and Handcock (2020) 

Transformational leadership  

 

A transformational leader is the opposite of a transactional leader. They 

are less about giving orders than they are about encouraging, inspiring, 

and motivating employees for change.  

Metcalf and Benn (2013) 

WBCSD (2011) 

Knight and Paterson (2017) 

Visser and Courtice (2011) 

Ethical and transparent leadership 

 

Leaders who are ethical and transparent will push for more honest 

business practices, such as increased disclosure of risks to stakeholders.  

Metcalf and Benn (2013) 

Knight and Paterson (2017) 

Visser and Courtice (2011) 

Campbell et al. (2018) 

Environmental management  

 

The leadership attribute of environmental management refers to leaders 

that recognize and prioritize environmental issues. This refers to both 

personal convictions and their willingness to act on those convictions 

and push their firm towards greater environmental protection.  

Campbell et al. (2018) 

Long-term orientation 

 

A leader who thinks in the longer-term will consider and prioritize 

future risks and benefits to a greater extent. This is not always easy in an 

economic structure which prioritizes short-term gains for shareholders.   

Visser and Courtice (2011) 

Sørensen and Handcock (2020) 

Campbell et al. (2018) 

Inclusive leadership 

 

Inclusive leadership as a leadership attribute refers to leaders who 

promote better working conditions for employees and a more welcoming 

environment. 

Knight and Paterson (2017) 

Visser and Courtice (2011) 

Campbell et al. (2018) 

The ability to manage complexity 

 

Leading an energy company in the midst of an energy transition is 

extremely complex, there are a multitude of players, systems, and 

economic considerations which must be taken into account. The ability 

to navigate these complexities is key to effective sustainability 

leadership,  

Metcalf and Benn (2013) 

Hull et al. (2018) 

WBCSD (2011) 

Visser and Courtice (2011) 

Sørensen and Handcock (2020) 
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3.1.2 Women’s leadership 

Having established what leadership attributes are key to sustainability initiatives, the next 

step is to identify where leaders demonstrating these attributes can be found. One recommendation 

put forward by a handful of academics is that women are sustainability leaders, and the promotion 

of women leaders can lead to the achievement of more sustainable outcomes (Campbell et al., 

2018; Lieu et al., 2020; Marshall, 2011). This second literature review will scrutinize this 

suggestion and assess the literature on women’s leadership. More specifically, it will evaluate 

whether or not previously conducted research studies suggest an alignment between the leadership 

attributes which are key to sustainability (see Table 1 above) and the leadership attributes 

associated with women’s leadership.  

Prior to delving into this literature, a brief review of the issues surrounding women’s 

leadership is warranted. In recent years, there has been increased public interest in promoting 

women to leadership positions. Unfortunately, many suggested solutions and initiatives that have 

been pursued are founded on the conception that to succeed, women ought to emulate men (Miner, 

1993). This means taking up qualities typically associated with men, such as assertiveness (Koenig 

et al., 2011). For example, Hennig and Jardim’s book The Managerial Woman (1977) recommends 

studying football in order to better understand the male conceptualization of strategy. Similarly, 

research by Höpfl and Matilal (2007) demonstrates how women are encouraged to give up their 

womanhood in leadership roles in an “annihilation of the feminine” (p. 201). They state that “it 

seems almost as inevitable as it is pervasive to hear women’s ‘success’ described in terms of their 

ability to demonstrate male behaviour…to succeed requires that a woman perform as a man” (p. 

199).  

More recent scholarship recognizes the shortcomings of this traditional approach to 

leadership and how to best elevate women to leadership positions (Eagly & Carli, 2003, p. 810). 
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Since the 1990s, a “post-heroic” style of leadership for the so-called “twenty-first century leader” 

has been promoted in a growing number of books, courses, and leadership training programmes 

(Huey, 1994; Sandmann & Vandenberg, 1995). This new style of leadership is characterized by 

several attributes which are notably not-traditionally-masculine, such as focusing on communities 

and a non-authoritarian leadership style (Hesselbein et al., 1998; Hirschorn, 1997; McFarland et 

al., 1994). At a rhetorical level, many private sector actors have embraced this new style of 

leadership. However, in practice traditional leadership attributes are still privileged in 

determinations of what makes for an effective leader (e.g., loud, self-aggrandizing behaviour) 

(Höpfl & Matilal, 2007, p. 200). The point of this research is to question this practice and theorize 

that for modern sustainability problems in Canadian energy sector firms, a new form of leadership 

is required. Furthermore, this form of leadership does not conform to traditional masculine 

stereotypes of what leadership is and what it requires to be a leader.  

Beyond issues stemming from a system which tells women to take on traditionally male 

leadership attributes in order to succeed, another issue surrounding women’s leadership is that of 

stereotypes. I have found this issue difficult to navigate in my research and writing. Because of 

stereotyping and the host of controversies that it brings, the literature on women and leadership is 

a minefield for feminists (Höpfl & Matilal, 2007, p. 202). On the one hand, there is a recognition 

that gender is largely socially constructed, but at the same time any argument presented regarding 

women’s leadership abilities is predicated upon a difference between men and women. Thus, any 

argument must not only recognize that any leadership qualities particular to women are the result 

of social constructs and gendered socialization, but also must assume a level of continuity in the 

social construction of gender (or the argument would be rendered null). It is for this reason that 

Butler’s active definition of gender has been adopted for this research; gender as being something 
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that is performed leaves more room for inconsistency and individual agency. For example, one 

leadership attribute which is associated with women’s leadership is collaboration. Though not all 

women leaders lead in a collaborative way, societal pressures and structures are such that women 

are encouraged to take on a more collaborative leadership style. In other words, one aspect of 

‘performing’ womanhood, is leading collaboratively (at least to a greater extent than men).  

Despite the perhaps awkward nature of this field of literature, there is significant research 

pointing to a difference between the leadership attributes typically associated with men compared 

to those typically associated with women. While not all women are the same, and thus this research 

cannot be assumed to apply to all women, the following literature review will provide an overview 

of key trends in this research. It is however important to keep in mind these gender differences in 

terms of leadership attributes are the result of gendered social structures and power dynamics (see 

section 2.1). These structures are not homogenous, and every individual responds to them in their 

own unique way, meaning that while on average women may have certain attributes to a larger 

extent than men (or vice versa), there are many exceptions.  

Lastly, prior to delving into this literature, another important distinction must be made 

between women’s representation in leadership roles and their ability to participate and contribute 

to decisions. Research has shown that putting a lone woman at the top of business hierarchies does 

not lead to system-wide change, as lone women are much less likely to exhibit the characteristics 

associated with women’s leadership (Glass et al., 2016, p. 507; Noland et al., 2016, p. 3). Rather, 

when alone, women leaders often take on traditionally masculine leadership attributes, especially 

when they are not supported by other women and/or human resource policies. The critical 

threshold at which women do exhibit these stereotypically feminine leadership attributes and can 

actually make a difference in an organization has been found to be 30% (Carter & Wagner, 2011; 
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IRENA, 2019; Noland et al., 2016) or at least three women (Konrad et al., 2008; Post et al., 2011; 

Torchia et al., 2011; Joecks et al., 2013). Initiatives like the 30% Club, a global campaign led by 

private sector leaders, are working to attain this goal of having women represented in at least 30% 

of board of directors and executive teams (30% Club, 2021). 

Women leaders: what does the literature say?  

As “a stylized repetition of acts,” gender can be seen being performed when women and men 

are in leadership positions (Butler, 1988, p. 519). These performances lead to distinct styles of 

leadership and leadership attributes. An overview of key attributes associated with women’s 

leadership is presented below. In an effort to maintain coherency, rather than presenting all 

literature relating to women’s leadership, only literature focusing on the attributes presented in 

Table 1 (sustainability leadership attributes) will be reviewed. 

Literature on sustainability leadership consistently suggests that a collaborative approach is 

key when leading sustainability initiatives. This leadership attribute is also associated with 

women’s leadership: research shows that women’s leadership tends to be far more collaborative 

than their male counterparts (Gould & Hosey, 2007, p. 3). For example, Rosener (1995) points out 

that women’s leadership is typically characterized as more empowering, interactive, and 

collaborative, while men’s is more assertive and command-and-control. Similarly, other studies 

have shown that women are better at balancing multiple stakeholders’ interests and reaching an 

outcome that all parties support (Benko & Pelster, 2013, p. 81; Brammer et al., 2007; Harrison & 

Coombs, 2012). This style of leadership that women leaders often exhibit can also be described as 

transformational leadership, which is characterized by less rigid hierarchies and more 

encouragement and inspirational leadership (Bass & Avolio, 1994, p. 549; Eagly & Carli, 2003; 

Eagly et al., 2003).  
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This more collaborative approach that women leaders often exhibit has several key benefits. 

First, there is a link between increased collaboration and higher levels of innovation (which will 

be explored below). Furthermore, in our post-industrial society, successful leaders are those who 

share power and work to establish collaborative relationships (Lipman-Blumen, 1996). Thus, in 

the modern age, good leadership is less about strict hierarchies and authority than it is about 

encouraging collaboration and empowering employees (Hammer & Champy, 1994; Senge, 1994). 

For example, research by Deloitte demonstrated that a successful executive team in the twenty-

first century can no longer afford to operate in silos, but rather must work together as a 

collaborative team (Lahiri et al., 2018). This means that research, training modules, and leadership 

books are increasingly proposing more collaborative forms of leadership.  

A second key trend in the sustainability leadership literature is that being an innovative 

leader is important to the successful achievement of sustainability goals. When reviewing the 

literature on women’s leadership, the fact that women’s leadership leads to increased innovation 

emerged as the most commonly cited reason to include more women in leadership positions within 

the private sector. There are many examples of research which support this theory. Dezsö and Ross 

(2012) tested data from 1500 firms over 15 years and found that female representation in leadership 

roles is associated with increased firm innovation, which was represented by the ratio of research 

and development (R&D) expenses to assets (p. 1072).17 Torchia and colleagues (2011) have 

similar findings, concluding that having at least three women on a company’s board of directors 

substantially increases the level of firm innovation (p. 299). Similarly, in an analysis of Fortune 

 
17 Since there is no source for a statistical data collection of innovation activity at a firm, R&D expenses are commonly 

used a proxy. While this is not a perfect metric for innovation, it has been used as a metric for innovation for several 

decades (Mohnen, 2019, p. 3).  
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500 firms, Miller and Triana (2009) found that increased board gender diversity increases R&D 

expenses and thus firm innovation (p. 755).  

There are two proposed reasons for this link between innovation and gender diversity: 

women as individuals bring new ideas and perspectives to the table, and women’s leadership style 

tends to boost innovation among employees through encouraging new ideas and collaboration. 

This first reason can be summarized by the popular saying that ‘two heads are better than one’. In 

other words, gender diversity brings increased cognitive conflict (Torchia et al., 2018, p. 215). As 

stated by Pellegrino and colleagues (2011), when faced with complex problems and innovation, 

“a diverse group of competent performers almost always outperforms a homogenous group of star 

performers by a substantial margin” (p. 10). In fact, there is evidence that homogenous groups may 

serve to hamper innovation through a lack of critical evaluation of alternatives and points of view 

(Janis, 1972). Beyond this, evidence has also shown that women leaders are more likely to question 

traditional practices and instead pursue unorthodox initiatives (Adams & Funk, 2012; Eagly et al., 

2003). 

In terms of their leadership style, research has consistently shown that women leaders overall 

are more innovative and supportive of new ideas and collaborative efforts (Adams & Funk, 2012; 

Eagly et al., 2003; Torchia et al., 2011). This is important because this leadership style is key to 

encouraging group innovation. For example, Hewlett and colleagues (2013) point to six specific 

leadership behaviours which unlock innovation in teams, all of which are associated with a 

collaborative leadership style: encouraging new ideas, ensuring that people are heard, distributing 

decision-making authority (less hierarchical), sharing credit, giving feedback, and implementing 

any feedback received from the team (p. 2). Similarly, Woolley and colleagues (2010) found that 

when teams are less willing to engage in turn-taking and sharing ideas equally, collective group 
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intelligence decreases (p. 688). Thus, the more collaborative leadership style typically associated 

with women’s leadership can have a substantial positive impact on innovation.  

There is an important caveat to these findings. Lyngisie and Foss (2017) reach similar 

conclusions, finding that the presence of more women leaders positively impacts levels of firm 

innovation. However, the authors also find that adding more women is not necessarily going to 

have this impact: in industries and firms which already have high levels of women in the 

workforce, adding additional women in leadership roles has little impact on firm innovation 

(Lyngsie & Foss, 2017, p. 487). This is because when women leaders dominate a firm or industry, 

they are no longer outsiders challenging the status quo and bringing novel ideas (Lyngsie & Foss, 

2017, p. 500). In such cases, the marginal impact of adding one more woman is often small. 

However, since women leaders are currently a minority in Canadian energy sector firms, this 

should not be a concern. 

A third leadership attribute which the literature on sustainability leadership points to is the 

importance of ethical and transparent leadership. Like collaboration and innovation, this 

sustainability leadership attribute is also associated with women’s leadership (at least to a greater 

extent than their male counterparts).18 Women’s higher level of attention to ethics and transparency 

in leadership positions has been demonstrated in a variety of ways. Boulouta (2013) performed 

research studying the impact of women leaders on corporate social performance (i.e., the number 

of ethical issues). Her research, based on analysis of 126 firms over five years, found that increased 

gender diversity led to fewer corporate scandals (p. 193). Greater gender diversity in private firms 

is also associated with increased transparency and social and environmental reporting (Brown et 

 
18 Note that most studies which demonstrate women’s leadership and an increase in ethical and transparent behaviour 

in firms deal with correlations rather than causations. Thus, even though the two are correlated, the manner by which 

they interact is unclear. For example, women may simply be attracted to more ethical firms rather than women’s 

actions making the firm more ethical.  
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al., 2002; Frias-Aceituno et al., 2013; McElhaney & Mobasseri, 2012, p. 4) and fewer large-scale 

environmental lawsuits and controversies (McElhaney & Mobasseri, 2012, p. 4). Furthermore, in 

countries with higher levels of gender diversity in private sector leadership positions, the levels of 

transparency and CSR reporting are higher (Fernandez-Feijoo et al., 2014, p. 351). 

Research also suggests that women leaders are, on average, more ethical at a personal level. 

Women leaders are more driven by their moral compass, by a desire to contribute to a purpose and 

shape organizational culture in a positive way (Orr & Stevenson, 2017). For example, Franke and 

colleagues (1997) performed a meta-analysis of gender differences in ethical decision making, 

finding that women are more sensitive to ethical dilemmas than men (p. 920). Borkowski and 

Ugras’ (1998) study of business students had similar findings: female students exhibited more 

ethical behaviour than men. Likewise, Smith and Rogers (2000) found that in uncertain and 

undefined situations, women are more likely to act ethically. Since ethical and transparent 

leadership is key to sustainability leadership, this suggests that women leaders may be more 

effective sustainability leaders.  

The fifth attribute identified in the sustainability leadership literature is environmental 

management, which essentially refers to leaders’ recognition and prioritization of environmental 

issues. In industrialized countries like Canada, research shows that women tend to be more 

concerned about environmental issues than men (Albaum & Peterson, 2006; Burton & Hegarty, 

1999; Forte, 2004; Kennedy & Dzialo, 2015; McCright & Xiao, 2014). The reason which is often 

given for this is that women are socialized to be more socially responsible and community-oriented 

than men (Liu, 2018, p. 119; Zelezny et al., 2000, p. 443). They are also less overconfident than 

their male colleagues (Chen et al., 2016; Huang & Kisgen, 2013; Levi et al., 2014) and more risk-

averse (Bord & O’Connor, 1997). This translates into more careful decision-making when it comes 
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to making decisions which may have negative consequences down the road, as is often the case 

with sustainability issues.  

The result of this is an association between environmental management and the number of 

women in leadership positions: firms with more women on their board of directors perform better 

environmentally than those without (Glass et al., 2016; Kassinis et al., 2016, p. 399; Post et al., 

2011). In fact, Arbogast and Thornton (2010) identify leadership diversity as one of the top reasons 

as to why some private companies are more successful in achieving sustainability than others. 

Using data from firms, the authors developed a regression model to explain the variability in 

sustainability metrics and found that leadership diversity as an independent variable had a notable 

impact on firm sustainability (Arbogast & Thornton, 2010, p. 7). Evidence also suggests that 

women’s presence on boards is associated with increased CSR performance (Bear et al., 2010; 

Harjoto et al., 2015; Landry et al., 2016; Larkin et al., 2013; McGuinness et al., 2017) and fewer 

corporate environmental violations (Liu, 2018).  

The positive relationship between women’s leadership and environmental management has 

also been demonstrated in the energy sector: in an analysis of over 1500 companies, McElhaney 

and Mobasseri (2012) demonstrated that companies with more women on their boards are also 

more likely to invest in renewable power, integrate and account for climate change in their business 

practices, and try to reduce waste and preserve biodiversity (p. 3-4). Based on an even wider pool 

of 3389 firms, Xie and colleagues (2020) demonstrated that including women on boards 

contributes to the implementation of proactive environmental strategies (p. 2044). This all points 

to a direct positive relationship between environmental management of a private company and the 

number of women in leadership positions.  
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A sixth leadership attribute identified in sustainability leadership literature is having a long-

term orientation. Though there is less research on the topic, studies have suggested that women 

as leaders have a longer-term orientation (Silverman, 2003). For example, McElhaney and 

Mobasseri (2012) demonstrate that businesses with more women leaders are more likely to focus 

on longer-term growth goals rather than short-term profits. Likewise, boards of directors which 

include women are more likely to make decisions prioritizing longer-term rewards (Adams & 

Ferreira, 2009). At a personal level, women also typically have lower personal implicit discount 

rates than men, meaning that they value future costs and benefits more than men do (Coller & 

Williams, 1999; Kirby & Marakovic, 1996).  

Inclusive leadership is the seventh attribute which has shown to be important for 

sustainability leaders. Inclusiveness as a leadership style is related to several attributes discussed 

above, such as collaboration and innovation. However, beyond this openness to discussion and 

new ideas, inclusive leadership is also concerned with better working conditions for employees 

and a more welcoming environment, both of which have also been tied to women’s leadership 

(McElhaney & Mobasseri, 2012, p. 4). This link between women and social inclusiveness has also 

been shown to extend beyond internal affairs, as companies with more women leaders are more 

likely to prioritize and protect their social license to operate through efforts to provide benefits to 

local communities (McElhaney & Mobasseri, 2012, p. 4). 

The eighth and final attribute identified in sustainability leadership literature is the ability to 

manage complexity. Unlike previous attributes, no literature which explores whether or not the 

ability to manage complexity varies by gender could be found. However, based on the literature 

which has already been discussed, it is possible to conclude that women leaders may be more 

effective in complex systems for a couple of reasons.  
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Due to the ubiquitous nature of energy, energy systems are extremely complex. Energy 

system transitions are even more complex, as they occur in a variety of spheres (political, 

economic, technical, social), and are non-linear in terms of their progression. Unsurprisingly, 

literature suggests that leadership within complex systems like this is particularly challenging 

(Ercetin, 2016; Uhl-Bien et al., 2007). In order to overcome these barriers and successfully lead 

through complexity, McKelvey and Boisot (2003) put forward the Law of Requisite Complexity, 

which states that only complex organizations and approaches can address complex systems or 

problems. This suggests that loose hierarchies and encouraging innovation and unorthodoxy may 

be more effective as an organizational structure and leadership strategy when it comes to energy 

transitions (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007, p. 301). Similarly, Uhl-Bien and colleagues (2007) suggest that 

to be effective, leadership in complex systems should focus on enabling learning, creativity, 

informal network dynamics, and adaptive capacity among organizations (p. 298, 302). Thus, since 

leadership qualities for managing complexity, such as looser hierarchies, innovation, challenging 

the status-quo, and encouraging creativity, are all characteristic of women’s leadership style, 

women leaders may also be better able to manage complexity.  

This literature review suggests that the eight leadership attributes which literature on 

sustainability leadership found to be crucial (see Table 1) are also characteristic of women’s 

leadership. Collaboration, innovation, transformational leadership, ethical and transparent 

leadership, environmental management, having a long-term orientation, inclusive leadership, and 

the ability to manage complexity are both crucial leadership attributes to the attainment of 

sustainability and associated with women’s leadership. However, many of the studies referenced 

are dated and most were not conducted in Canada or in the energy sector. Many also rely on 

correlations rather than causations, meaning it is impossible to say whether or not, for example, 
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women cause a firm to be more ethical or if women are simply attracted to more ethical firms. 

These conclusions are also generalizations and cannot be assumed to apply to all women leaders. 

Lastly, there is also some evidence to the contrary: though most research on gender and leadership 

suggests that there is a difference between men and women’s leadership, not all does. For example, 

research by Andersen and Hansson (2011) found no statistically significant difference in 

leadership behaviours between men and women leaders.   

Another point which requires further discussion is whether these generalizations that I am 

making are harmful to women leaders. When discussing women’s leadership and the stereotypes 

associated with it, there are two sides: one which suggests that the solution is to celebrate how 

these stereotypes can help women and should be more widely adopted by all gender identities, and 

the other which suggests that the solution is to stop stereotyping and take gender out of discussions 

of leadership attributes. This thesis is obviously ascribing to the former and seeks to present these 

stereotypes as something positive and beneficial for both women and, ultimately, the world (as 

these stereotypes suggests women are sustainability leaders). However, other work proposes that 

doing this and reiterating stereotypes like ‘women leaders are more collaborative’ is harming 

women and their advancement (Chan, 2021; Deloitte, 2011). This side of the discussion presents 

these stereotypes, even if they are positive, as a form of “benevolent sexism” that ultimately hurts 

women and their position in the workforce (Chan, 2021). While I recognize that assuming an 

individual necessarily has or does not have a certain attribute because of their gender may be 

harmful, this research recognizes that these are stereotypes and thus do not apply to all individuals. 

I also believe that this is an opportunity to celebrate women leaders and promote change in a 

system which currently prioritizes a form of leadership ill-suited for sustainability issues. As 

discussed at the beginning of this section (3.1.2), a lot of literature on leadership as it relates to 
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women has, in the past (and to an extent even now), been concerned with telling women what to 

do. Essentially, it presents women as the problem, and encourages them to conform to a system 

which does not recognize the merits of these more stereotypically-feminine leadership attributes. 

This thesis aims to turn this notion on its head, and present women leaders as a solution to 

contemporary sustainability challenges and the system which does not recognize them as such as 

the problem.  

This section (3.1) has reviewed the literature on sustainability leadership and gendered 

leadership to respond to the primary research question of this thesis: whether or not promoting 

women’s leadership will facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy transition. This review 

demonstrated that these two fields of literature line up, and the attributes necessary for 

sustainability leadership are also associated with women’s leadership. These conclusions suggest 

that the answer to this primary research question is yes, women’s leadership can facilitate an 

energy transition towards sustainability. While this question will be further explored in subsequent 

chapters, the following section will focus on the secondary research question of this thesis: what 

are the barriers for women and women leaders in Canadian energy sector firms and how can they 

be overcome? Previous research responding to this question will be reviewed and evaluated below.  

3.2 Barriers and Recommendations for Women Leaders  

The literature reviewed in section 3.1 above suggests that promoting women’s leadership 

within the Canadian energy sector may serve to facilitate a sustainable energy transition. However, 

actually getting women into these leadership positions is an entirely different question. As 

previously mentioned, the Canadian energy sector currently has a distinct lack of women in the 

workforce, particularly in leadership positions. Though different estimates exist, at a global level, 

research suggests that women account for 8-22% of the oil and gas workforce and 14-32% of the 
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renewable energy workforce (Airswift & Energy Jobline, 2019; IRENA, 2019, p. 10). 

Furthermore, as in many other industries, the higher up the organizational hierarchy you go, the 

fewer women you typically find. In the Canadian oil and gas sector, women hold an average of 

7% of board of director positions and 9% of executive positions (Catalyst, 2019). Data regarding 

women in leadership positions within the Canadian renewable energy sector could not be found, 

though Electricity Human Resources Canada (EHRC) did find that women hold fewer than 1% of 

jobs in top management positions in the clean energy sector in industrialized nations (EHRC, 

2017).19 The question therefore is: what barriers are these women facing and what can be done to 

promote more women into leadership positions? While there is a mountain of research on this topic 

in general, the following literature review will focus on research done within the energy sector 

specifically, and within Canada or a similar industrialized country.  

3.2.1 A lack of gender-disaggregated data  

A review of the literature reveals that there are a variety of challenges that women in the 

Canadian energy sector face, but one of the most basic challenges identified in past studies is a 

lack of gender-disaggregated data on employment within the energy sector (Barua & Gaudet, 

2018; Pearl-Martinez & Stephens, 2016, p. 2; Smet, 2018). This lack of information makes analysis 

and tracking progress challenging to impossible. A lack of data also limits the visibility of the 

issue, and with no visibility it is much harder to galvanize support for and action on the issue of 

gender and diversity within the sector. In a society as data-driven as ours this has drastic 

consequences: “what has not been counted, does not count” (Pearl-Martinez & Stephens, 2016, p. 

2). 

 
19 The clean energy sector includes a range of policies, technologies, and services which accelerate a shift to a carbon-

free energy system. Examples include energy efficiency, renewable energy, smart grids, and energy storage 

technologies such as batteries (EHRC, 2017).  
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This lack of data is a barrier that I faced in determining a baseline for this research. Though 

many companies do collect gender-disaggregated employee data, often for ESG reporting, this 

information is not always publicly available or shared.20 The Canadian government also does not 

consistently collect this information, meaning there is no centralized database or platform where 

one can learn about this issue. Data that I was able to find was often dated and/or pulled from 

studies which looked at the energy sector around the globe, rather than in Canada specifically. For 

example, the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) conducted a study exploring this 

issue, resulting in its 2019 publication titled Renewable Energy: A Gender Perspective. IRENA’s 

research was conducted through an online survey in 2018, collecting over 1500 responses from 

144 different countries (IRENA, 2019, p. 21). While the conclusions of this study are definitely 

interesting, its applicability to the Canadian context is dubious. While some issues are global, 

women in Africa and China likely have different experiences in the energy sector than women in 

Canada. For example, the survey conducted by IRENA found perceptions of gender roles to be the 

most commonly-cited barrier to entry for women in the energy sector (IRENA, 2019, p. 11). 

Though it is likely that this is still a barrier in Canada, the extent to which this is an issue and the 

way it may manifest likely varies. In a country like Canada, more explicit forms of gendered bias 

are often less common than unconscious bias and prejudice.  

The solution to this dilemma is clear: Canada needs to start collecting gender-disaggregated 

data on employment within the sector. Any number of governmental or nongovernmental bodies 

could initiate these efforts. At a company level, increased transparency in terms of diversity in the 

 
20 This data can be on annual reports or ESG reports, which are sometimes be publicly-available. There are also 

voluntary standards for ESG reporting, such as through the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB). New 

legislation on this issue has emerged, and as of January 2020, companies under the Canada Business Corporations Act 

(CBCA) must disclose gender diversity on boards (Tardif & Stanley, 2020). However, even when this information is 

publicly available, it is not compiled anywhere and no national and/or provincial statistics are taken.  
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workforce as well as holding leaders accountable could go a long way to improve the situation. At 

a wider scale, advocacy group initiatives like Equal by 30 and the IEA’s Gender Diversity Initiative 

are pushing this issue into the spotlight and strengthening data collection at a global and national 

scale (Cision, 2021, Johnstone & Silva, 2020). While these efforts are commendable, further data 

collection in Canada specifically is needed. For example, a report recently conducted by Canada-

based Diversio in support of the Equal by 30 campaign provided updated data on this issue, but 

data is global rather than country-specific (Cision, 2021). While useful, a more convincing 

narrative would be based on purely Canadian data and would be more granular in nature (e.g., not 

just the percentage of women in the workforce, but also their role in the company).   

3.2.2 Cultural and social norms 

Other critical challenges which women face stem from the culture of the energy sector. 

Research on women in the energy sector has identified cultural and social norms, such as the 

perception of the energy sector as an “old boys’ network,” as one of the top perceived barriers to 

women’s entry and advancement in the sector (Baruah & Biskupski-Mujanovic, 2018, p. 5; Boyd 

et al., 2019, p. 30; EHRC, 2017, p. 22; IRENA, 2019, p. 11-12; 2020, p. 25, 27). Even in the 

absence of deliberate and conscious bias, a lack of awareness of and attention to the challenges 

that women face leads to issues. Unconscious bias in both men and women is a notable challenge 

to creating a more inclusive and diverse workforce (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 50).21 Because of these 

biases and the culture engrained within the sector, research has shown that women in technical 

fields need more experience or superior qualifications to be treated as equals with male colleagues 

(Smet, 2018).  

 
21 While conscious bias is attitudes, perceptions, and actions about a group or identity that an individual is aware of, 

unconscious bias are attitudes which an individual may not be aware of. However, not being consciously aware of a 

bias does not mean it will not impact a person’s actions and words. Unconscious bias is therefore a more insidious 

form of bias, and it can be difficult to convince someone that they hold biased beliefs if they are not aware of it. 
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Addressing this challenge will take time and a concerted effort by companies and the 

government. One key aspect of this cultural shift that needs to take place is starting to have the 

difficult conversations and making people aware of the biases that they hold (Baruah & Biskupski-

Mujanovic, 2018, p. 3). This must happen both at companies throughout the energy sector and in 

Canadian society more generally. A second important initiative which would serve to initiate this 

cultural shift is providing unconscious bias and diversity training to personnel (Boyd et al., 2019, 

p. 66; Equal by 30, 2021). At a societal level, these efforts could take the form of public 

information campaigns seeking to draw attention to unconscious bias and harmful stereotypes 

(Park et al., 2019). These public information campaigns could also be incorporated into school 

curriculums, both at the K-12 and postsecondary education levels. Ensuring that young people are 

more aware of conscious and unconscious bias, even if it is not specific to the energy sector, could 

help to transform the sector in the longer term as the older generation is replaced with younger 

workers. Lastly, hiring an inclusion and/or diversity officer of some kind could help to bolster and 

ratify these efforts (Equal by 30, 2021). This officer would not only solidify a company’s 

commitment and hold it accountable to targets, but it would also signal to investors that it is a 

forward-looking company.  

3.2.3 Unfair practices  

A third challenge that women in the energy sector face stems from this culture and the biases 

engrained in the sector. These biases lead to unfair practices, specifically as they relate to 

recruitment and promotions. Recruitment practices often skew the playing field through allowing 

unconscious bias to impact decision-making (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 58; Park et al., 2019, p. 58). 

Similarly, research shows that women are simply not promoted as often and do not receive the 

same level of support from managers (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 32; MacDougall et al., 2020). Women 
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may be passed over in recruitment and promotions in favour of men because of a phenomenon 

called homosocial reproduction. This means that, in a male-dominated industry like the energy 

sector, it is often men who are making the hiring/promotion decisions, and people are predisposed 

to hire individuals similar to themselves (Furst & Reeves, 2008, p. 373). These decision-makers 

often hire and promote based on ‘fit’, but when most top managers and leaders are men, ‘fitting 

in’ often means being a man and/or displaying masculine attributes and liking traditionally 

masculine hobbies (Morrison & Von Glinow, 1990; Powell, 1999).  

There are a couple of changes companies could make to their recruitment and promotion 

practices which could address this challenge. Making a conscious effort to attract diverse 

candidates and making it an attractive industry to work in as well as implementing diversity quotas 

and/or targets would go a long way to change the sector (EHRC, 2017, p. 3).22 Bias could also be 

reduced from hiring processes through using inclusive language in job descriptions and any 

advertisements as well using standardized rubric-based interviews (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 75-76). 

Similarly, bias can be minimized in performance reviews and promotions through creating clear 

guidelines and standards for decision-making, thus ensuring decisions are as objective as possible 

(Park et al., 2019).  

 
22 Advocates of quotas for women in the workforce argue that it is impossible to remove all bias from the workplace, 

so quotas are necessary to equal the playing field (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 53). There are however many people resistant 

to the concept of quotas. There two main reasons as to why people oppose quotas: 1) they argue that it is undemocratic, 

and 2) they argue that it places under-skilled women in positions of power in lieu of qualified men. Both of these 

arguments can be refuted. The first assumes that the current system is democratic, which it clearly is not. Instead, as 

demonstrated above, the system currently favours men. Research also indicates that the second argument may not hold 

water. Research in Sweden demonstrated that the implementation of quotas for women simply served to weed out 

mediocre men and replace them with competent women, thus supporting rather than undermining a meritocratic 

system (Besley et al., 2017). Yet even despite the fact that opposition to quotas is often not warranted, there are many 

women who do not want to feel as if they got a job because of a quota (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 54). Women also may 

face stigma and further hardships in the workplace if they received a job under a quota system. Thus, quotas are a non-

perfect solution for a non-perfect world, and though they may be well-suited in some contexts and situations, they 

may not always be appropriate.  
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3.2.4 A lack of flexibility  

A fourth challenge that women in the energy sector face is a lack of flexibility in the 

workplace. This is a hurdle which is not at all specific to the energy sector, but rather applies to 

women in the workforce across Canada. It is also not a challenge specific to women; many men 

also struggle to manage familial obligations when there is a lack of flexibility in their workplaces 

(EHRC, 2017, p. 1-2). However, women face additional barriers if they go through pregnancy: 

research shows that women are more likely to have their commitment to work questioned and be 

taken less seriously by their superiors following parental leave, whereas men who return from 

parental leave are often “valorized for their commitment to parenting” and welcomed back with 

open arms (Clean Energy, Education, and Empowerment [C3E], 2019, p. 14).  

Transitioning towards a more flexible workplace requires a cultural change as well as 

specific initiatives such as implementing mandatory parental leave, leave for caring, flexible 

scheduling, and on-site childcare (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 75-76; Park et al., 2019). These kinds of 

initiatives make it easier for all employees to balance their work and personal lives and would 

serve to make work-life balance more of a norm rather than the exception. For example, with 

mandatory parental leave, all personnel would take time off to care for young children, meaning 

women would not be seen as any more of a “risk” in terms of hiring and promotions in their child-

bearing years (as is currently the case at many companies) (Becker et al., 2019). 

3.2.5 Sexual harassment  

A fifth barrier that women in the energy sector face is sexual harassment in the workplace 

(Boyd et al., 2019, p. 32; Catalyst, 2020; Devillard et al., 2019, p. 8; EHRC, 2017, p. 2). Though 

this barrier unfortunately applies to women in all walks of life, research shows that women in 

male-dominated industries like the energy sector experience significantly higher levels of sexual 
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harassment than those in other industries (Women's Initiative, 2018). For example, a study by 

Kabat-Farr and Cortina (2014) found that women working with almost all men are nearly twice as 

likely to experience harassment than women working in a gender-balanced group (p. 68). Though 

this issue would need to be reviewed on a firm-by-firm basis, this research suggests that the gender 

make-up of a group plays a role in the level of sexual harassment faced by women. Since women 

make up a minority of the energy sector workforce, particularly in leadership positions, they likely 

also face a higher incidence of sexual harassment. To ameliorate this, human resource policies 

may need to be reviewed with a gender-focused lens. Ensuring that workplaces are safe through 

enforcing a zero-tolerance policy on sexual harassment is key to overcoming this challenge (Boyd 

et al., 2019, p. 75-76).  

3.2.6 Limited role models and support  

Working in a male-dominated sector does not only lead to a higher incidence of sexual 

harassment for women, but it also means that women have few role models to look to (EHRC, 

2017, p. 2). They also do not have access to much of the additional support systems and networks 

that men do (Catalyst, 2020; IRENA, 2019, p. 12; MacDougall et al., 2020). This is particularly 

important because many jobs in the energy sector require apprenticeships, which, due to a lack of 

mentorship and support, women have difficulty accessing (Smet, 2018). In fact, many of these 

apprenticeships are obtained through “FBI networks” (friends, brothers, and in-laws), which limits 

women’s access: often these close-knit networks are less willing to facilitate a young women’s 

training than a young man’s due to conscious and unconscious biases (Baruah & Biskupski-

Mujanovic, 2018, p. 3). This lack of role models, mentoring, skills training, and career 

development opportunities limits women’s entry and advancement in the sector. These issues can 

be addressed through encouraging mentorship and sponsorship programs for women in the energy 
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sector as well as highlighting women in the sector (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 54; EHRC, 2017, p. 3; 

Equal by 30, 2021).  

3.2.7 Low levels of confidence among women 

Beyond external barriers and biases which constrain women’s advancement, women also 

face internalized barriers in the workforce. The most notable of these is low levels of confidence 

among women. Though there are a variety of reasons why this phenomenon may emerge, research 

indicates that societal pressures and self-perceptions prevent women from “feeling bold” and 

pushing their career forward in non-traditional roles, such as in leadership positions in the energy 

sector (EHRC, 2017, p. 1-2). Young women in particular tend to be far more competent than they 

perceive themselves to be in self-assessments, while men are often “overconfident and assuming 

they are more competent than they are” (Zenger & Folkman, 2019). 

There are two sides to this issue: the fact that women are often not confident enough, and 

the fact that men can be too confident. In response to scenarios such as this, there are typically two 

suggested solutions, each focusing on one of these two sides. The first solution focuses on women 

and suggests that women need to speak up more and be more confident in advocating for 

themselves. The second solution focuses more on systematic change and suggests altering the 

system so it no longer prioritizes the promotion of people who are extremely vocal and 

(over)confident over those who may be quieter but equally or even more competent. This sentiment 

is expressed in a blog by Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic and Cindy Gallop (2020), who state that 

“…the real problem is not a lack of competent females; it is too few obstacles for incompetent 

males, which explains the surplus of overconfident, narcissistic, and unethical people in charge.”  

The most effective solution to this challenge is likely a combination of these two. On one 

hand, women should be encouraged to showcase their knowledge and expertise. In the energy 
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sector, this could be facilitated through increasing mentorship and sponsorship programs for 

women, as well as highlighting women in the energy sector. These initiatives could help show 

women that they can and should strive for the top if they so desire. On the other hand, systematic 

change to better facilitate diverse leaders, rather than just vocal and (over)confident ones, is also 

desperately needed.  

3.2.8 A lack of understanding of jobs and opportunities within the energy sector 

While many women may be interested in the energy sector but be unable to enter the sector 

or progress due to the variety of challenges already discussed, others may not even consider it as 

a career opportunity due a lack of understanding of what the sector consists of and the range of 

jobs and career paths available. This is relatively common: Canadians in general are not aware of 

what exactly the energy sector looks like, making it much more difficult to attract interest (Baruah 

& Biskupski-Mujanovic, 2018, p. 5; EHRC, 2017, p. 1-2). This is a particular challenge for 

women, who may avoid the sector due to a perception of it being simply a male-dominated 

technical sector with little else to offer. However, in reality the sector includes a wide range of 

technical and non-technical opportunities, including sustainability experts, financial roles, 

communications jobs, and project management, as well as engineering and construction positions.  

Addressing this challenge requires a more conscious effort to spread information regarding 

employment in the Canadian energy sector, particularly to women and with inclusive language 

and imagery (C3E, 2019, p. 13). For example, an advertisement for a company which showcases 

a woman and/or people of other diverse backgrounds would likely encourage more diverse 

applicants. These information campaigns could be pursued by both companies and government 

actors.  
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3.2.9 Women having insufficient and improper backgrounds/education (whether 

perceived or real) 

The final challenge that women face is the perception or reality that women have insufficient 

or improper backgrounds and education for the energy sector. As was mentioned previously, the 

energy sector consists of a much wider range of jobs than many Canadians think, so many women 

may actually be well-equipped for the sector and simply not know it. However, in other cases this 

perception is more of a reality. Fewer women than men hold science, technology, engineering, and 

mathematics (STEM) degrees, with women making up approximately 34% of STEM-degree 

graduates in Canada (Wall, 2019). The difference between men and women graduates is therefore 

notable, but not huge. However, many more women than men leave their respective STEM fields 

in the years following graduation (Frank, 2019). This indicates that pointing to the educational 

backgrounds of women is not a comprehensive picture of the issue: women are leaving their 

technical fields, often due to a lack of support and mentorship as well as bias that they face in the 

workplace.  

Addressing this challenge therefore must include a suite of initiatives. Encouraging 

mentorship and sponsorship programs, highlighting women in the energy sector, changing 

recruitment and promotion practices, and promoting women in STEM would all encourage women 

to consider the energy sector as a career and support them so that they can thrive in the sector. 

Companies, advocacy groups, and government actors all have a key role in realizing these 

initiatives.  

This literature review has provided an overview of key barriers and recommendations for 

women’s advancement in Canadian energy sector firms, which are summarized in Table 2 below. 

While many barriers exist, such as cultural and social norms and sexual harassment, there are 

solutions which could be implemented by companies, government actors, and/or advocacy groups. 
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These solutions include collecting gender-disaggregated data on employment within the Canadian 

energy sector, initiating a cultural shift, changing recruitment and promotion practices, and 

increasing the flexibility of work for all employees. 

Table 2: Barriers and Recommendations 

Barriers Recommendations  Actor(s) implementing 

suggested recommendation 

A lack of gender-disaggregated 

data on employment within the 

Canadian energy sector 

Collect gender-disaggregated data on 

employment within the Canadian 

energy sector 

• Companies 

• Government 

• Advocacy groups 

Cultural and social norms 

• Lack of awareness of the 

challenges that women 

face 

• Conscious and 

unconscious bias 

Initiate a cultural shift 

• Start having the difficult 

conversations 

• Provide unconscious bias and 

diversity training  

• Hire an inclusion and/or 

diversity officer 

• Companies 

• Government 

• Advocacy groups 

Unfair practices 

• Recruitment/promotion 

practices which perpetuate 

the predominance of men 

in the energy sector  

Change recruitment and promotion 

practices 

• Actively try to attract diverse 

candidates 

• Implement diversity quotas 

or targets  

• Use inclusive language in 

advertisements and job 

descriptions  

• Ensure performance reviews 

and promotions are bias-free  

• Companies 

A lack of flexibility and 

accommodation in the workplace 

Increase the flexibility of work and 

improve work-life balance for all 

employees  

• Mandatory parental leave 

• Leave for caring 

• Flexible scheduling 

• On-site childcare  

• Companies 

• Government  

Women face sexual harassment in 

the workplace 

Improve human resource policies to 

be more inclusive  

• Zero-tolerance for sexual 

harassment  

• Companies  

• Government  

Limited support and role models 

for women 

Encourage mentorship and 

sponsorship programs, highlight 

women in the energy sector  

• Companies 

• Government  

• Advocacy groups 
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Low levels of confidence among 

women 

Encourage mentorship and 

sponsorship programs, highlight 

women in the energy sector, change 

recruitment and promotion practices 

• Companies 

• Government 

A lack of understanding of jobs 

and opportunities within the 

energy sector 

Spread awareness of the energy 

sector and its wide range of jobs 
• Companies 

• Government 

• Advocacy groups 

Women having insufficient and 

improper backgrounds/education 

for the energy sector (perceived or 

real) 

Encourage mentorship and 

sponsorship programs, highlight 

women in the energy sector, change 

recruitment and promotion practices, 

promote women in STEM 

• Companies 

• Government 

• Advocacy groups  

 

3.3 Chapter Three Conclusion  

This chapter has provided an overview of existing literature responding to the two research 

questions guiding this thesis. Section 3.1 responded to the primary research question, arguing that 

previous research suggests that women are sustainability leaders because they often demonstrate 

all leadership attributes necessary for effective sustainability leadership. This secondary research 

therefore provides evidence supporting the main argument of this thesis, that gender matters when 

it comes to leading Canada’s sustainable energy transition.  

Section 3.2 responded to the secondary research question of this thesis, focusing on existing 

research exploring the barriers that women in the energy sector face and solutions to ameliorate 

the situation. While this section found that there are many systemic barriers that must be overcome, 

there are also a variety of realistic solutions which could be pursued by companies, government 

actors, and/or advocacy groups. Thus, this chapter provided not only a review of evidence as to 

why women’s leadership should be supported (3.1), but also recommendations as to how this could 

be achieved (3.2).  
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Chapter Four: Theoretical Framework 

In this thesis, I am arguing that gender matters when it comes to sustainability leadership 

and sustainable energy transition leadership. In section 3.1 above, Chapter Three provided a review 

of existing research supporting this argument, demonstrating an alignment between sustainability 

leadership attributes and women’s leadership. However, this review focused on women as 

sustainability leaders rather than sustainable energy transition leaders. Therefore, this chapter will 

expand on the secondary research in Chapter Three and will present evidence as to why women 

are the sustainable energy transition leaders that Canada needs to mitigate contemporary 

sustainability problems. It will also situate gender within sociotechnical transitions like Canada’s 

energy transition and present a theoretical framework which will set the groundwork for the 

subsequent primary research analysis. 

4.1 Women as Sustainable Energy Transition Leaders 

This paper has reviewed what the literature points to as being important for sustainability 

leadership in the private sector and what women’s leadership generally looks like. While topics 

have varying amounts of research, all attributes identified as being important for sustainability 

leadership (see Table 1) were identified as being leadership attributes typically associated with 

women’s leadership. This suggests that sustainability leadership is gendered, and that women 

leaders perform gender in a way that better addresses modern sustainability challenges.  

However, does the fact that women may be more effective sustainability leaders mean that 

they are also more effective sustainable energy transition leaders? While the former is concerned 

with the efficient and successful attainment of sustainability goals and initiatives, the latter deals 

with a global and multi-faceted transition over which no one actor or group has control. I posit that 

it does: these attributes identified as being key to effective sustainability leadership are also key to 
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sustainable energy transition leadership. This is because this research views sustainable energy 

transition as the culmination of sustainability efforts by both renewable and oil and gas energy 

companies (see section 2.3). Thus, as both sectors become more aware of sustainability challenges 

and increasingly move to address those challenges, Canada will move towards a more sustainable 

energy future. Since this research has shown that women may be more effective leaders for the 

attainment of sustainability at an individual company level in the private sector, and the aggregate 

of these successful sustainability efforts is an indication of a sustainable energy transition, women 

may very well be the sustainable energy transition leaders that Canada and the world needs.  

There are other reasons why I believe women may be sustainable energy transition leaders. 

There is a field of literature which posits both women and the environment as an ‘other’. This 

parallel oppression of nature and women is a key tenet of ecofeminist literature, but it has found 

its way into the realm of women’s sustainability leadership. Marshall (2007; 2011) is one of the 

most prominent academics to make this argument, pointing out that private sector initiatives to 

attain sustainability (e.g., through CSR) treat the environment as an ‘other’ just like women are an 

‘other’ to the private corporate world (Marshall, 2011, p. 266, 269). In short, since women are not 

embedded in power structures, they can more effectively critique dominant practices; practices 

which often prioritize profits at the expense of environmental and community well-being. For 

example, the energy production centre of Canada is the oil sands in western Canada. This sector 

has the reputation of being a “boy’s club” (Amnesty International, 2016). Unequal hiring practices, 

sexual harassment, and multiple barriers to advancement for women has led to a lack of gender 

diversity in the sector, leading to major blind spots (Lieu et al., 2020, p. 5). Since most leaders in 

the industry have similar academic and professional backgrounds and demographic features, they 

are less likely to challenge the status quo and critically evaluate alternatives. The promotion of 
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new voices in the sector with new ideas and perspectives could help the industry make the 

necessary changes to adapt to a sustainable energy future. This suggests that women leaders could 

be more effective sustainable energy transition leaders, since they may be more willing to move 

towards change and transition than their male counterparts.  

This idea that women bring something unique and important to the table as a result of their 

status as a form of ‘outsiders’ can be found in feminist literature as well. Standpoint theory is a 

concept within feminist literature which posits that all knowledge is situated, and “those belonging 

to marginalized groups are situated in ways that allow them to see more than those who are not” 

(Halpern, 2019, p. 2). Thus, like Marshall (2011) and Lieu and colleagues (2020), standpoint 

theory suggests that bringing more women into a sector dominated by men, such as the energy 

sector, may serve to instigate positive change through new perspectives and ideas.  

These conclusions point to another important reason as to why women leaders are needed in 

the energy sector: including women in leadership positions will lead to a more holistic 

understanding. Including women’s voices in energy transition efforts will help solutions benefit a 

larger segment of society. Since dominant discourses surrounding energy transition exclude 

women, they also exclude the impact that certain solutions and efforts have on women (Lieu et al., 

2020). Thus, a lack of consideration of gender means that efforts are often disconnected from local 

needs and realities and lack public support and buy-in, leading to a slower and less effective 

sustainable energy transition (Lieu et al., 2020, p. 1).  

Finally, energy transition may also be the perfect opportunity for women to emerge as 

leaders within the energy sector. The concept of the glass ceiling is a recurring theme in feminist 

literature. The glass ceiling is a metaphor based on the idea that demographic features (such as 

one’s gender) prevent people from rising beyond a certain rank in an organization or hierarchy. In 
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the case of women in the private energy sector, the glass ceiling can be seen in the extremely low 

representation of women in CEO, board of directors, and executive management positions. Furst 

and Reeves (2008) present a unique solution to this phenomenon: using Schumpeter’s concept of 

“creative destruction,” 23 the authors argue that at times of transition and turbulence, women are 

seen as especially attractive candidates for leadership positions due to their unique leadership style 

(p. 372). Women’s leadership is typically characterized as more open, inclusive, transparent, 

innovative, and collaborative, which is a style that can more effectively facilitate change and 

manage uncertainty (Furst & Reeves, 2008, p. 372). For example, a recent study on leadership 

during the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated that cases and deaths were systematically lower in 

countries which were led by women (Garikipati & Kambhampati, 2021). The authors of the study 

suggest that these better outcomes can be, at least to some extent, explained by the policy actions 

taken by the female leaders, such as the timing of lockdowns (Garikipati & Kambhampati, 2021). 

Therefore, times of transition like Canada’s sustainable energy transition may be an opportunity 

for women to attain leadership positions. 

There is therefore ample reason to believe that women are sustainable energy transition 

leaders and can achieve and thrive in these positions if given the proper support. The following 

section will expand on this idea and situate the issue of women leaders within the wider arena of 

sociotechnical transitions, specifically, Canada’s energy transition. It will also provide a 

framework, constructed from the conclusions of the literature review, which will be used in the 

subsequent primary research analysis.  

 
23 Political economist Joseph Schumpeter proposed the idea of ‘creative destruction’ in 1942 to describe the process 

through which new market leaders and innovations emerge in capitalist market economies (Furst & Reeves, 2008, p. 

374). He argued that new innovations destroy or dismantle long-standing practices and processes, thus making way 

for improvements in terms of their efficiency, cost, and/or productivity. This dynamic reinvention is, according to 

Schumpeter, central to capitalist economies.  
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4.2 Situating Gender within Sociotechnical Transitions  

Addressing the multitude of sustainability challenges that Canada is facing (see section 1.2) 

will require profound change to Canada’s energy system; a sociotechnical transition which will 

reorient the energy system in a direction which recognizes and addresses these challenges. 

Sociotechnical transitions are multi-dimensional transformations of sociotechnical systems, which 

involves changes in technologies, regulations, infrastructure, and supply networks (Geels, 2005). 

Canada’s sustainable energy transition can be dubbed ‘sociotechnical’ because of the ubiquitous 

nature of energy, meaning that a transition will impact technologies, markets, regulations, 

infrastructure, organizations, policies, and everyday life. This calls attention to an important point: 

despite the importance of technology, energy transitions are about much more than simply 

adopting new energy sources. Energy systems consist of energy production  technology, energy 

consumption technology, physical infrastructure, behaviours, and institutional and policy 

frameworks (Lieu et al., 2020, p. 2). This is why most transitions literature dubs energy transitions 

as “sociotechnical” or “techno-economic” transitions, thus recognizing that a new energy system 

has implications for social interactions, policy frameworks, our economic system, and public 

discourse as well as technology (Bolwig et al., 2020; Verbong & Geels, 2007). Since this research 

is focusing on a specific kind of transition, a sustainability transition, this sociotechnical transition 

can be viewed as “long-term, multi-dimensional, and fundamental transformation processes 

through which established socio-technical [energy] systems shift to more sustainable modes of 

production and consumption” (Markard et al., 2012, p. 956)  

An example of the multifaceted nature of sociotechnical transitions is the global energy 

transition from wood to coal between the eighteenth and late nineteenth century. This transition 
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led to the emergence of new livelihoods, new building designs,24 new methods of manufacturing, 

and the creation of new policies to limit collusion among emerging coal powers (Huberty & 

Zysman, 2010, p. 1027). One such policy was the New Law (1710), which, in response to rising 

coal prices, made collusion among coal producers and traders illegal in what was then Great Britain 

(Biswas, 2016; Sweezy, 1938).  

The non-technical impacts of a sociotechnical energy transition are so great that Miller and 

colleagues (2013) go so far as to suggest that the key choice in energy transitions is not one 

between different forms of energy production , but “between different forms of social, economic, 

and political arrangements built in combination with new energy technologies” (p. 139). In this 

way, energy transitions can be a harbinger for a new era in global human history (Miller et al., 

2013, p. 146). This social element to energy transitions has been recognized by academics, though 

energy transitions literature is still dominated by technology-focused literature. Furthermore, 

besides broad discussions of energy justice and just transition, this social dimension is rarely 

addressed in any real way in government policy.25 

An aspect of energy transitions that has received even less attention is the fact that energy 

transitions are deeply gendered (Lieu et al., 2020, p. 1). Some fields of research which explore the 

intersection of gender with a specific topic or theme have grown considerably in the twentieth and 

twenty-first century. For example, gender and the environment has received a great deal of 

attention since the emergence of ecofeminism in France in the 1970s. However, research on the 

intersection of gender and energy, especially energy transitions, has proven to be far less popular 

 
24 This change in building design can be seen in the present-day sociotechnical transition as well, in the trend towards 

passive and net-zero buildings. These buildings are constructed using novel architecture, materials, and with different 

goals in mind. 

 
25 However, this is rapidly changing. For example, BC Hydro’s Energy Conservation Assistance Program offers home 

energy-saving kits and assessments for free to low-income households (CleanBC, 2021).  
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(Pearl-Martinez & Stephens, 2016, p. 2). The research that does explore women and energy is 

dominated by work looking at either women’s lack of access to energy (Dutta et al., 2017; Groot 

et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2019; Oparaocha & Dutta, 2011; Pueyo & Maestre, 2019; Winther et 

al., 2018) or the disproportionate harm that the dominant fossil-fuel energy system inflicts upon 

women (Altson & Whittenbury, 2013; MacGregor, 2009). Both of these topics are mostly 

researched under the umbrella of development studies in the Global South and primarily paint 

women as passive victims (Bell et al., 2020, p. 2). In the few cases where women have agency, 

they are portrayed as grassroots activists standing outside of traditional institutions; an enigmatic 

‘other’. This has led to a limited understanding of gender and energy transitions, particularly in 

the Global North and within more conventional institutional and organizational structures (Milne, 

2003, p. 57). 

Lieu and colleagues (2020) point out that incorporating gender concerns into energy 

transitions literature is so difficult in large part due to entrenched power structures (p. 1). Energy 

transitions literature is dominated by male voices, and thus there is an exclusion of women’s voices 

and input (Lieu et al., p. 2). The result of this is a perpetuation of the dominant perspectives, norms, 

and practices in the sociotechnical energy transitions literature, just as there is a perpetuation of 

these same male perspectives in the energy sector itself.26 

The extremely limited recognition of the gendered nature of energy transitions matters for 

several reasons. The first reason is that incorporating gender as a relevant factor to energy 

transitions will lead to more equitable outcomes in our future energy system. For example, if 

 
26 This is however changing. Though energy transition literature has traditionally been dominated by men, the value 

that women bring to the table is increasingly being recognized. For example, the Global Women's Network for the 

Energy Transition (GWNET) brings academics and experts in the field together and provides access to networking, 

training, and mentoring for women (GWNET, 2021). Global movements and celebrations like the #MeToo movement 

or International Women’s Day have also made ignoring gender issues increasingly difficult.  
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gender is not accounted for in energy policy planning, changes could disproportionately hurt 

women. Furthermore, many see energy transitions and the emerging renewable energy system as 

an opportunity to build a more equitable workforce (IRENA, 2019; Pearl-Martinez & Stephens, 

2016). While attaining more equitable outcomes and a more gender-balanced energy sector 

workforce within energy sector firms is an important goal of this research, this research suggests 

that the inclusion of women leaders in the energy sector can do much more. Namely, women 

leaders within energy sector firms may bring leadership attributes which are key to sustainability 

leadership, meaning promoting the inclusion of women leaders in the sector may serve to facilitate 

a transition towards a more sustainable energy future.  

4.2.1 A new model for sociotechnical transitions 

There has been substantial research into how a sociotechnical system, like an energy system, 

can be steered to address sustainability challenges. Sustainability transitions theory focuses on how 

sustainability innovations and their proponents can overcome the prevailing unsustainable 

alternatives and the structure of institutionalized processes supporting them (Savaget et al., 2019, 

p. 879). Though there are variations within this field of literature, the consensus is that the 

unsustainable characteristics of the dominant sociotechnical system are difficult to change. This 

resistance to change stems from the fact that sociotechnical systems consist of mutually-

reinforcing practices and institutions, including technology, infrastructure, behaviour, and policies 

(Savaget et al., 2019, p. 879). For example, Canada’s transportation system is currently dominated 

by petroleum vehicles. This transportation system includes infrastructure which is not easily 

adapted to a more sustainable alternative like electric vehicles (EVs), maintenance systems and 

personnel who are not trained to care for EVs, and people who may be resistant to changing their 
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behaviour to adapt to EVs (e.g., taking 30 minutes to charge your vehicle instead of 5 minutes to 

fill its gasoline tank) (Geotab, 2021).27  

There are several frameworks which help us better understand the complexity of 

sociotechnical transitions and how these entrenched structures and practices can be overcome, but 

this research will focus on the Multi-level Perspective (MLP). This framework is dominant within 

this sphere of literature and is particularly useful for this research because of the way it structures 

actors within sociotechnical transitions. In short, the MLP leaves space for niche actors (which, as 

will be argued below, could be interpreted as women) to promote change in a system which 

opposes them. 

The MLP describes sociotechnical transitions as the product of interactions between three 

levels: regimes, niches, and landscapes (Geels & Schot, 2007, p. 399). A regime is the current 

dominant stable socioeconomic system. In the case of sustainable energy transitions, the regime is 

the dominant energy system which is characterized by a lack of sustainability and diversity. These 

(primarily male) actors within the regime are ill-equipped to address modern sustainability 

challenges because they have “cognitive routines” that make them blind to new developments 

outside of their focus and traditional practices (Geels & Schot, 2007, p. 400; Geels, 2019, p. 189). 

In this way, the regime is inherently an embedded system, dealing with institutionalized 

technologies and approaches, which makes it resistant to change (Upham et al., 2018, p. 164).  

Niches, however, are where novelties and innovations emerge. Outsiders or fringe actors 

develop and/or nurture these innovations within the niche (Geels & Schot, 2007, p. 400). Unlike 

regime actors, these outsiders are not dominant or powerful within the existing system. Rather they 

 
27 However, it is worth noting that a transition from fossil-fuel vehicles to EVs would be easier than a complete 

overhaul of our transportation system through emphasizing active transport (e.g., walking, biking) and public 

transportation. 
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are actors who are working on innovations which do not conform to the regime and its trajectory. 

Although the MLP is sometimes critiqued for its lack of consideration for the agency of actors 

(Geels & Schot, 2007, p. 400), many view the successful diffusion of sustainability innovations as 

being highly dependent upon the agency of different actors within this framework (Savaget et al., 

2019, p. 886). One sphere of actors which the literature on sociotechnical transitions has deemed 

to be particularly important is actors within private companies, as they have a central role as change 

agents in their ability to enable or hinder the diffusion of innovations (Geels et al., 2017, p. 1243; 

Lundvall et al., 2009; Savaget et al., 2019, p. 886). Examining this diffusion of innovations that 

private sector companies can promote is important because it is through these innovative 

technologies and approaches that sustainability will be achieved.  

In the adapted MLP framework I am proposing for a sustainable energy transition, niche 

actors are women leaders in the private sector, and their innovation is their unique approach to 

leadership and sustainability challenges (namely, the eight leadership attributes discussed above, 

see Table 1). Since women leaders are a minority and are external to the dominant energy system 

(the regime), they are more willing to question prevailing practices and facilitate a transition to 

sustainability. This idea that women as external actors have unique and important contributions is 

similar to arguments put forward by Marshall (2011), Halpern (2019), and Lieu and colleagues 

(2020) (see section 4.1).  

The sociotechnical landscape is the third component of the MLP. The landscape is the 

exogenous environment, which includes macroeconomics, demographics, and cultural patterns. 

The landscape therefore forms the arena in which regime and niche actors operate. According to 

the MLP framework, sociotechnical transitions most commonly occur when niches have built up 

internal momentum, the landscape is putting pressure on the existing regime, and the regime is 
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destabilized, creating a window of opportunity for niche innovations (Geels & Schot, 2007, p. 

400). Thus, one key factor which can trigger sociotechnical change is a shock to the landscape. 

For example, an economic crisis can cause drastic changes to entrenched market structures around 

the world (Geels et al., 2017, p. 1242). Changes to the sociotechnical landscape do not determine 

any particular structural change, but it does make certain actions and paths forward easier than 

others (Geels & Schot, 2007, p. 403). In the model proposed for this research, the shock in the 

dominant energy system is that of the growing sustainability crisis, which is increasingly putting 

pressure on the (unsustainable) dominant energy system and destabilizing it. This sustainability 

crisis provides the opportunity for the emergence of niche actors (women) and their innovations 

(sustainability leadership attributes).  

This adapted MLP model for a sociotechnical transition to a more sustainable energy future 

is illustrated in Figure 6 below. While this model is by no means the only path by which this 

transition can occur, it presents the theoretical foundations of a model by which this transition 

could be facilitated. In the Figure, the specific niche innovation that women bring is their unique 

form of leadership. More specifically, women leaders’ innovation is the eight leadership attributes 

which research has shown to by key to sustainability leadership and are also characteristic of 

women’s leadership (see section 3.1). These leadership attributes are collaboration, innovation, 

transformational leadership, ethical and transparent leadership, environmental management, 

having a long-term orientation, inclusive leadership, and the ability to manage complexity.   
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4.3 Chapter Four Conclusion  

This chapter built on the previous literature review through establishing that there is evidence 

suggesting that women are not only sustainability leaders, but also sustainable energy transition 

leaders. Chapter Four also mapped out an adapted MLP framework which sets out the manner by 

which women leaders can influence and encourage Canada’s sustainable energy transition. This 

work bolstered previous evidence set out in Chapter Three which supported the main argument of 

this thesis: that gender matters when it comes to leading Canada’s sustainable energy transition. 

Figure 6: Model of Sociotechnical Transition (adapted from Geels et al., 2017) 
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Chapter Five: Analysis and Discussion  

In this thesis, I am arguing that women leaders are sustainability and sustainable energy 

transition leaders, and thus gender matters when it comes to leading Canada’s sustainable energy 

transition. Chapters Three and Four provided secondary research supporting this argument. In the 

following Chapter, these conclusions will be revisited using data from primary research (see 

section 1.1). The first part of Chapter Five will provide further insights into the primary research 

question of this thesis, arguing that women leaders in Canadian energy sector firms display 

sustainability leadership attributes and that supporting women’s leadership may serve to facilitate 

Canada’s sustainable energy transition. Though previous research suggested that women leaders 

do demonstrate sustainability leadership attributes and may be sustainable energy transition leaders 

(sections 3.1 and 4.1), more research was needed to verify these findings and explore their 

applicability to the Canadian energy transition. The second part of Chapter Five will return to the 

secondary research question of this thesis, and explore the barriers and solutions discussed by 

participants and how their insights line up with the literature (section 3.2). 

5.1 Evaluating Women as Sustainable Energy Transition Leaders 

Based on existing literature, this research hypothesized that promoting women’s leadership 

in energy sector firms will serve to facilitate Canada’s transition towards a sustainable energy 

future. Eight leadership attributes were identified as being key to sustainability leadership, and the 

literature review demonstrated that all eight attributes are also characteristic of women’s 

leadership. The purpose of the primary research, which took the form of interviews, was to further 

interrogate these findings (see section 1.1). Thus, the main argument of this research can be broken 

down into eight themes, each of which corresponds to the eight leadership attributes identified in 

the literature. These themes are as follows: collaboration, innovation, transformational leadership, 
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ethical and transparent leadership, environmental management, long-term orientation, inclusive 

leadership, and the ability to manage complexity. The question that this primary research will 

respond to is whether the responses of leaders in Canadian energy sector firms who were 

interviewed demonstrate these attributes, and whether or not women participants demonstrated 

them to a greater extent than men. However, prior to delving into each theme, an important starting 

point for this research was understanding how participants understood gendered leadership and 

sustainable energy transition. This information framed subsequent analyses.  

Understanding participants’ perceptions of gendered leadership was achieved through direct 

questioning. In other words, they were asked outright if they perceived women’s leadership to be 

in any way distinct from men’s. In their responses, all participants indicated that they perceived 

women’s leadership to be distinct from men’s leadership, though they identified a variety of 

reasons why they believed it to be the case. Several participants added caveats to this statement, 

recognizing the heterogeneity of men and women leaders. For example, when asked if women’s 

leadership is distinct from men’s, Stephanie emphasized that women leaders sometimes take on 

leadership attributes associated with male leadership:  

Yes, yes, absolutely and it's [women’s distinct leadership] proven right, it's been proven by 

many, many different tomes of research that have been done and just look at Catalyst28 as an 

example. But yes, we [women] do lead differently. And there are women who have morphed 

themselves into male-like clones, but there have been women who have said ‘okay, I want 

to be me, but I also want to be able to lead through my innate strengths.’ 

 

This sentiment that women’s leadership is distinct, but not always due to a pressure for women 

leaders to emulate men, was reflected in the responses of a total of seven participants (six women, 

one man). All of these participants also indicated that this pressure was to the detriment of women 

leaders, emphasizing the importance of “authentic leadership” and the benefits of leadership 

 
28 Catalyst is a global non-profit that supports women in the workforce. The organization publishes a range of research 

relating to women’s issues, equity, and inclusion.  
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attributes typically associated with women’s leadership. This trend  supports the goal of this thesis. 

As discussed in section 3.1.2, a lot of literature on women’s leadership is concerned with telling 

women what to do. A main goal of this research was to demonstrate the merits of these more 

stereotypically-feminine leadership attributes through assessing their potential to contribute to 

sustainability and sustainable energy transition. Through emphasizing the importance of authentic 

leadership, participants echoed this same rhetoric. Rather than toeing the line of ‘women should 

take on this or that attribute to be better leaders’, participants were more intent on women being 

authentic, meaning they should be genuine, self-aware of their strengths and weaknesses, and 

transparent, rather than simply taking up more traditional and masculine leadership attributes.  

The importance of authentic leadership has come to be recognized in a small body of 

literature on leadership. This literature indicates that being an authentic leader is more difficult for 

women leaders than men (Hopkins & O'Neil, 2015). However, research by Jensen and Luthans 

(2006) found that a leader’s authenticity is key to leadership success: these authors found 

leadership authenticity to be the strongest predictor of employee happiness, satisfaction, and 

commitment. Thus, though societal pressures are such that being authentic is often more difficult 

for women leaders, pushing through and being authentic is crucial to leadership success. 

An important caveat to this is that though being authentic as a woman leader may mean 

demonstrating the eight leadership attributes discussed in this research, this may not always be the 

case. Because women and women’s circumstances are heterogenous, being authentic also may 

mean demonstrating more traditional and masculine leadership attributes. Though the focus of this 

research is facilitating the former, women who demonstrate the latter should also be encouraged 

to be their authentic selves. This is related to a ‘damned if you do, damned if you don’t’ dilemma 

that many women in leadership positions face. On one hand, women are encouraged to take up 
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traditionally masculine leadership qualities, yet when they emulate men and take on these qualities, 

women leaders are often less well-liked and seen as “cold” (Fiske, 2012, p. 33; Shinbrot et al., 

2019). Thus, women leaders can either be seen as cold and capable or warm and unqualified for 

leadership roles. The focus of this research is to overcome the second barrier referenced in this 

statement: women leaders should not be penalized and viewed as unqualified when they 

demonstrate stereotypically feminine leadership qualities. Rather, this research seeks to emphasize 

how women leaders who demonstrate these attributes are a strength in contemporary energy 

companies and can facilitate a sustainable energy transition.  

Having established that participants were all in agreement regarding the distinctness of 

women’s leadership, the other key motif framing this analysis was how participants envisioned 

sustainable energy transition. The multi-faceted and complex nature of transitions and the 

multitude of sustainability challenges associated with the Canadian energy sector were already 

discussed (see section 1.2), but not everyone in the energy sector envisions this issue the same 

way. Though all participants recognized the importance of a sustainable energy transition, there 

were a variety of different definitions of what this transition entails. Unsurprisingly, participants 

focused on energy production and specifically incorporating more renewable energy sources into 

our energy system (61% of participants). Similarly, many focused on decarbonization as a key 

aspect, rather than other aspects of sustainability (44% of participants). While this is not entirely 

surprising considering how discussions of climate change dominate contemporary sustainable 

energy transition rhetoric, a sustainable energy transition consists of much more than renewable 

energy and decarbonization. Though these two aspects were by far the most common, several 

participants did indicate a more holistic understanding of this transition. Interestingly, more 

women than men indicated that sustainable energy transition consisted of more than renewable 
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energy and decarbonization: while 57% of women included considerations beyond these two 

aspects, only 25% of men did (eight women, one man). These additional considerations included 

consumer education, energy system resilience, economic sustainability, and just transition. For 

example, Michael, who works in the renewable energy sector and was the only male participant 

who indicated a more holistic definition of sustainable energy transition, defined this transition as 

follows:  

First thing that comes to mind is decarbonisation. The second thing is probably equal 

opportunity and when I say that I look at Indigenous communities, northern communities, 

communities that have been very dependent… very energy dependent on fossil fuels and are 

looking for more independence and that independence could be from fossil fuels or from 

Crown corporations that typically generate and distribute power. You know I think the other 

component, that is obvious, and that is independence for all …. so beyond First Nations, it 

could be communities, it could be individuals. 

Thus, while he still recognizes the importance of decarbonization, Michael’s response indicates an 

understanding of the potential social ramifications of an energy transition. In particular, how this 

transition could change power dynamics and empower citizens and communities. Similarly, Tracy 

and Anna also had distinct conceptions of sustainable energy transition and what it includes: 

What comes to mind right away [when asked about what sustainable energy transition is] is 

education. I think education is key because we're talking … we’re throwing all these different 

terms around right: climate change, green recovery, windfarms, hydrogen, cleantech, you 

know and those are really broad topics and I think most people … most people when they 

flip the switch on, they don't think about what happens to the grid or understand what 

sustainability means. (Tracy) 

I would picture [a sustainable energy transition as] moving away from traditional energy like 

oil and gas and moving towards more sustainable or green energy, and that includes energy 

efficiency. And I also think a big part of that is a just transition, ensuring no one gets left 

behind. (Anna) 

As can be seen in these quotes, while both Tracy and Anna also mentioned the more traditional 

technical aspects of a sustainable energy transition (e.g., “windfarms” and “green energy”), they 

also emphasized the importance of other aspects. While Tracy emphasized the key role that 
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education will play in this transition, Anna emphasized just transition, and how this transition must 

be inclusive and leave no one behind.  

These perceptions of gendered leadership and sustainable energy transition lay the 

groundwork for an analysis of the main themes identified in the interviews. Though other themes 

were identified as they emerged (for example, women leaders emulating men, as discussed above), 

the focus of this analysis was addressing the eight themes listed above, each of which focuses on 

a different leadership attribute. As discussed in section 1.1, themes were identified across two 

different avenues of questioning, scenarios and direct questioning.  

Though the scenarios were structured and written in order to facilitate responses which either 

confirmed or refuted my hypotheses that women leaders in Canadian energy sector firms tend to 

demonstrate these eight attributes to a greater extent than men, not all themes were identified in 

scenario responses. Likewise, not all themes were identified in direct questioning (which was 

expected as these questions were left open-ended). Alternatively, some themes were identified 

across both scenario responses and direct questioning. Ultimately, all themes except for 

environmental management were identified in scenario responses, came out in direct questioning, 

or both. However, neither gender indicated that they perceived one gender identity to be more 

environmentally conscious or risk averse when in leadership positions (direct questioning) and the 

scenarios failed to prompt responses which indicated participants’ ability to recognize and 

prioritize environmental issues. Since neither avenue of questioning prompted responses which 

included this theme of environmental management, this theme is not included in the following 

analysis. 

Results of this analysis are presented in Figures 7, 8, and 9 below. Figure 7 illustrates the 

frequency of themes in the responses of all participants across both avenues of questioning. 
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Though there were only 18 participants, some themes were identified multiple times in the 

responses of a single individual. For example, the theme of ‘collaboration’ was identified as many 

as seven times in the responses of one participant. As can be seen in the graph, the theme of 

‘collaboration’ emerged the most frequently, a total of 62 times. Other common themes were 

innovation (32 times), ethical and transparent leadership (24 times), and inclusive leadership (22 

times). In Figure 7, themes are not disaggregated by gender, meaning that this simply demonstrates 

that themes which emerged more frequently, like collaboration and innovation, emerged as more 

common leadership attributes in this research (regardless of gender).  
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In Figures 8 and 9, results are further disaggregated: data is organized by not only theme, 

but also by gender identity and the avenue of questioning. Results are also counted by participant, 

rather than counting all references to a particular theme. In this way, the graphs below only 

demonstrate whether or not a theme emerged in the responses of a participant, regardless of the 

number of times that theme emerged.29 Figure 8 demonstrates the frequency of each theme in 

participants’ responses to scenarios. Figure 9 demonstrates the frequency of each theme in 

participants’ descriptions of women’s leadership. Gaps demonstrate a lack of data, meaning that 

this analysis did not identify that theme. These gaps do not necessarily mean that either gender 

does not have that particular leadership attribute, rather, it is reflective of the ability of the 

questions to draw out particular responses.  

 
29 Results are also presented by percentages in the graphs, though the text that follows includes exact numbers. 

Percentages were used in large part because not all respondents had the time to respond to all of my questions. Three 

women participants did not have time for the full interview, so were unable to respond to all scenarios. Thus, 

percentages demonstrate the results as a percent of the total number of participants who responded to the given 

question(s).  
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5.1.1 Collaboration 

Existing research on sustainability leadership indicates that a collaborative approach to 

sustainability problems and initiatives is key. This is because sustainability is a complex and 

multifaceted issue, and collaborative leaders are better able to manage this complexity and 

uncertainty through improved information sharing, communication, and group performance (Hull 

et al., 2018, p. 172). Research on women’s leadership also indicates that women perform gender 

such that they lead in a more collaborative fashion than men, suggesting that women may be more 

effective at leading sustainability initiatives (Gould & Hosey, 2007, p. 3). In their responses to 

scenarios, both men and women demonstrated collaborative leadership. In fact, this theme 

appeared more than any other theme, and was identified in the scenario responses of all 

participants. For example, Ashley, who works in the oil and gas sector, displayed a particular 

enthusiasm for this style of leadership:  
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I think diverse perspectives are important and that's something we foster as well in the 

organization not just within my team that I work with, but more broadly. And there have 

been times when we had different perspectives on a particular approach or topic, etc. I think, 

comes down to having a conversation, to give everyone the respect to hear them out and 

hearing their perspective. And I think that there are always ways and opportunities to come 

to some kind of, I would say compromise. You may not always agree but there's always a 

way, I think… find a way to compromise and look at a scenario, or whatever the case in 

multiple ways, but I think the best place to start would be having an open and respectful 

conversation and giving everybody the opportunity to share their perspective and then from 

there, I think, working together to come up with a solution. … My perspective would be it's 

important to have a diverse group involved, so they can have again the diversity of thought. 

I think [that] leads to better outcomes. 

 

Ashley’s response to the scenario she was presented with demonstrates several key aspects of 

collaboration and why it is so important for sustainability initiatives. She brings up how facilitating 

these “diverse perspectives” is beneficial and how “working together” to reach a solution will lead 

to “better outcomes.” This is similar to the literature on sustainability leadership, which also 

suggests that a collaborative approach leads to improved outcomes when it comes to sustainability. 

Her response also echoes the link between a collaborative approach and innovation, which will be 

further explored below. Ashley emphasizes how “diversity of thought” generates “better 

outcomes” much how the literature on innovative leadership emphasizes how gender diversity 

leads to increased cognitive conflict and improved group performance (Pellegrino et al., 2011, p. 

10; Torchia et al., 2018, p. 215).  

Even though all participants, regardless of gender identity, demonstrated a collaborative 

style of leadership in their responses to scenarios, in direct questioning, many participants 

indicated that they perceived women leaders to be more collaborative than men leaders. This theme 

was identified in the responses to direct questioning of 50% of women participants (seven women) 

and 100% of male participants (four men). For example, Mary, who works in the renewable energy 

sector, emphasized the more collaborative approach that she perceived in women leaders, stating 

that “I think men authority figures sometimes tend to have a bit of my way or the highway type of 
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approach… again, some men, not all men. But I think women tend to rely more on their teams, 

generally speaking, and so again taking input from others.” Mary’s response supports the field of 

literature on women’s leadership suggesting that women leaders tend towards a more collaborative 

approach through increased teamwork and being open to others’ input (Gould & Hosey, 2007, p. 

3). 

These findings stemming from direct question present an interesting contradiction: while all 

men and women participants demonstrated a collaborative style of leadership in scenarios, many 

participants also indicated that they perceived women’s leadership to be more collaborative than 

men’s. There are a number of reasons why this may be. It was previously discussed how a 

movement away from the traditional hierarchical leadership structure is theoretically underway, 

but in practice is yet to become a reality (Höpfl & Matilal, 2007, p. 200). It may be that the men 

participants therefore recognize the importance of collaboration and bring this knowledge to their 

leadership roles. However, perhaps they still do not actually implement this collaborative approach 

to the same extent as women; meaning that even though they may respond to a theoretical scenario 

with a collaborative approach, they would not do so in real life. The fact that all men participants 

indicated that they perceived women’s leadership to be more collaborative than men’s, despite the 

fact that they had all previously responded to a scenario with collaborative leadership, supports 

this theory. Another reason for this distinction may be that this is simply the result of inaccurate 

stereotypes, namely, the stereotype that women are inherently more collaborative more than men. 

One piece of evidence pointing to this is the fact that while all men indicated that they believed 

women to be more collaborative than men, only half of women participants indicated that they 

perceived this to be the case. Thus, more men than women indicated that they perceived women 

leaders as being more collaborative.  
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More research is needed in order to further scrutinize this link between women’s leadership 

in Canadian energy sector firms and collaborative leadership, particularly this distinction between 

the gendered nature of revealed leadership attributes and stated leadership attributes (i.e., how 

scenarios revealed no gendered distinction, but direct questioning responses indicated a perception 

of women’s leadership as more collaborative). However, considering the magnitude of research 

indicating that women leaders tend towards a more collaborative leadership style, the first 

explanation presented for this distinction is more likely. Namely, that men’s responses to the 

theoretical scenarios are not necessarily reflective of how they would respond in real life. This 

means that though men participants did respond to a theoretical scenario in a collaborative way, 

they may not do so when actually faced with the same scenario in their workplaces.30 Therefore, 

this research suggests that women leaders do have a more collaborative approach to leadership, 

supporting the main argument of this thesis. Specifically, these findings suggest that promoting 

women’s leadership in energy sector firms may serve to facilitate Canada’s transition towards a 

sustainable energy future because women leaders tend to demonstrate a collaborative leadership 

style, which is the first of the eight leadership attributes which research has shown to be key to 

sustainability leadership.  

5.1.2 Innovation  

The second leadership attribute that this research found to be key to sustainability leadership 

and is also associated with women’s leadership is that of innovative leadership. As discussed in 

section 3.1, this form of leadership consists of two aspects: bringing new ideas to the table as an 

 
30 It is important to note that men leaders face barriers stemming from their gender just like how women leaders do. 

For example, much like how women leaders who display stereotypically masculine leadership attributes such as 

assertiveness are often less well-liked (Fiske, 2012; Shinbrot et al., 2019), men who display stereotypically feminine 

leadership attributes (such as collaboration) may face backlash. Though I was unable to find any research studying 

this leadership attribute specifically, there is ample research demonstrating that men face backlash in the workplace 

when they stray from traditionally masculine gender norms (Arthrell et al., 2019, p. 7; Mayer, 2018).  
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individual and facilitating discussion and collaboration in order to encourage group innovation 

(Adams & Funk, 2012; Torchia et al., 2018). For example, women and their unique perspective on 

issues not only bring novel ideas, but women’s more collaborative approach to leadership also 

encourages people to speak up and share their own novel ideas, question the status quo, and 

promote positive change. Thus, this theme is inexorably intertwined with that of a collaborative 

style of leadership, as is exemplified in Ashley’s response to a scenario above. However, the two 

themes are distinct in that collaborative leadership is not only about innovation. Rather, 

collaborative leadership is also linked to increased productivity (Torchio, 2019), workplace 

satisfaction (Perkins-Gough, 2010), and company performance in an increasingly globalized world 

(Maalouf, 2019). Bringing new ideas to the table as an individual is also different than cultivating 

innovation within teams. 

An innovative style of leadership was identified as a theme across the two forms of 

questioning. In scenario responses, 91% of women participants (ten women) demonstrated an 

innovative leadership style and 25% of men did (one man). For example, Samantha demonstrated 

an innovative style of leadership both personally and in terms of group dynamics in her response 

to a scenario:  

I think I have some different perspectives and I'll bring them to the table and come up with 

some ideas, but I also recognize that my viewpoint isn't wholesome and so holistic, so if I 

can go out and get other perspectives, you'll make that idea better. And sometimes people 

come to you with a new idea and then it's a matter of how do you…how do you run with 

that? How do you…how do you support it if you think it's a good idea? So, I mean, I think 

you know if you run things purely as an individual, you're going to have much less success 

in getting change and positive change. Because you need support and you know the more 

support and then… And the more ….and sometimes that means you know you might change, 

you might tweak your idea. You might change your idea a bit because somebody brings up 

an issue like I hadn't thought of that. Good point, right? And that just is going to make the 

solution better and also give it more chance of being adopted or endorsed.  
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Samantha’s response demonstrates several important aspects of innovative leadership. At a 

personal level, she recognizes that she brings “different perspectives,” but Samantha also 

recognizes the limitations of her own perspective and indicates that she believes that achieving a 

“holistic” and “success[ful]” outcome can be achieved through incorporating input from others. 

Samantha’s response also brings up the idea of needing “support” from others to not only further 

develop and improve the solution, but also to promote its adoption. This idea is more related to the 

theme of collaborative leadership than innovation, but this link that Samantha makes once again 

points to the interconnectedness of these two themes.  

Direct questioning addressed women’s leadership and its association with innovation in a 

much more direct manner. Fifty-four percent (54%) of women participants (seven women) and 

75% of men participants (three men) indicated that they believed that more diverse leadership 

(namely, including more women) would better facilitate innovation. For example, one male 

participant working in the renewable energy sector, Michael, emphasized how each individual 

comes from distinct lived experiences, which all impact people’s opinions. He suggested that 

bringing these people with distinct lived experiences together can lead to improved outcomes and 

new ideas:  

What I like to see personally is a great combination of male and female, and a diverse crew 

to work with. Because I think that that strengthens the viewpoints because lived experience, 

cultural experience, gender identity all of those play into what your thoughts on certain 

things are.  

Another male participant, Andrew, had a similar response to direct questioning.  

A lot of companies hire people based on fit and it seems great and it seems like it works. But 

if you're hiring someone that fits within your organization, you're really not diversifying your 

organization much. You need almost someone who doesn't fit who's got a new perspective 

or a different way of doing things to really force your company to evolve or get out of its 

comfort zone … You don't want anymore of that groupthink, which can be really dangerous 

in terms of everyone just nodding and saying, yeah, it's a great project without considering. 

Well, maybe there's another project. Or maybe there's another thing we should think about 

within this project. 
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He therefore also emphasized how diversity brings “new perspective[s]” and encourages 

companies to “get out of [their] comfort zone.” Andrew also brought up the concept of 

“groupthink” and how damaging the phenomenon can be for company performance. This idea 

echoes the literature on women’s leadership and innovation, and how homogenous groups can 

actually hamper innovation through a lack of critical evaluation of alternatives and points of view 

(Janis, 1972). 

These insights from both the scenarios (revealed leadership attributes) and direct questioning 

(stated leadership attributes) both support the main argument of this thesis. This research indicates 

that women leaders do promote innovation, both as a personal attribute and as a style of leadership. 

Sustainable energy transition requires movement away from the status quo and the production  of 

novel ideas and approaches, meaning that innovation is a key leadership attribute for the successful 

attainment of sustainability goals and initiatives. Since this research suggests that women leaders 

do promote innovation, this also suggests that the promotion of women’s leadership in energy 

sector firms may facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy transition.  

5.1.3 Transformational leadership  

The third theme addressed in this research is concerned with transformational leadership, 

which includes looser hierarchies, fostering employee loyalty, and inspirational leadership 

(Cherry, 2020). For example, a transformation leader will not micro-manage, but rather will set a 

vision for their team, make sure everyone understands the importance of the vision and how it will 

be achieved, and support each member of the team so everyone can be successful (Lee, 2020). 

Transformational leadership did not emerge as a theme in scenario responses but did emerge in 

direct questioning. In their responses, the theme of transformational leadership being characteristic 

of women’s leadership was identified in 29% of women participants (four women) and 25% of 
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men participants (one man). For example, Andrew, who works in the oil and gas sector, indicated 

that he perceived women’s leadership as better able to facilitate loyalty and shared commitment, 

both of which are key aspects of a transformational style of leadership:  

And so, you're back to building teams. I think that's the important part in that you know, I've 

seen some fantastic teams be built based on loyalty and that kind of shared commitment. 

And so, if leaders can express that and get that buy-in then I think that really helps. And for 

one reason or another, I think you know females can do that a little bit better.  

Andrew’s response to direct questioning therefore describes women’s leadership as more 

transformational, but also ties in aspects of collaborative leadership (“building teams”). Other 

participants had similar responses in direct questioning, emphasizing how they perceived women’s 

leadership as “more inspiring” (Sarah) and “more passion[ate]” (Tracy) and women leaders as 

more “compelling speakers,” and more “engag[ing]” (Allison). These aspects of inspiration, 

passion, and being compelling and engaging leaders are all characteristic of transformational 

leadership.  

Though this theme appeared only in direct questioning and not in scenario responses and 

was therefore less common than the previous themes of innovation and collaboration, the fact that 

women as transformational leaders was brought up in direct questioning indicates that there may 

be more to this. The form of direct questioning used was completely open-ended, and left 

participants free to come up with whatever ideas and perceptions they may have about different 

genders in leadership positions. Therefore, the fact that a total of five participants still indicated 

that they believed women to be more transformational leaders, even with no prompts or 

foreshadowing earlier in the interviews, is compelling. Previous research has also indicated that 

women tend to be more transformational leaders (Eagly et al., 2003). This suggests that this 

research supports the main argument of this thesis: since women tend to display transformational 
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leadership, and transformational leadership is key to sustainability leadership, the promotion of 

women leaders may serve to facilitate a transition towards sustainability.  

5.1.4 Ethical and transparent leadership 

The fourth theme that this research explored is that of ethical and transparent leadership. 

Leaders demonstrating this attribute will push for more honest and transparent business practices, 

such as increased disclosure of risks to stakeholders. Unlike transformational leadership, this 

theme was only identified in scenario questioning and not direct questioning. Both gender 

identities demonstrated this attribute, though a slightly higher percentage of women did than men 

(100% versus 75% respectively). For example, Mary, who works in the renewable energy sector, 

expressed her personal integrity and pride as an engineer:  

Well, you know, I pride myself as an engineer, you take an oath right, to, above all, have 

some professional integrity and if, and I've been in a similar situation before and if I feel like 

there's a risk there that hasn't been fully or appropriately addressed, I would 100% express 

my concern to that superior. Probably not just the concern, but also a plan on how to mitigate 

the concern and confirm if it's actually a concern or if it is …how we could navigate it. But 

yeah, no I would hands down say something - at the end of the day if it's, you know found 

to be a true concern and they still move forward and it backfires. It could affect their 

reputation, you know?  

This personal conviction and concern for firm reputation that Mary expressed are both key aspects 

of ethical and transparent leadership. The scenario responses of other women participants 

reiterated these same components of the theme of ethical and transparent leadership. For example, 

Harper’s response to a scenario with an ethical dilemma reflected her personal conviction: “[I 

would] scream like hell from my lungs throughout the company and I have no qualms and going 

above my manager or my leader to say something's wrong.” Other women participants emphasized 

the second aspect of this theme, reiterating “the importance of reputation” (Charlotte) and how 

unethical behaviour can lead to “brand damage” (Sarah). Men’s responses to scenarios also 

demonstrated ethical and transparent leadership, though a slightly smaller percentage of men did 
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then women. However, their responses included the same key aspects of this theme, emphasizing 

how unethical behaviour can lead to “community push back or damaging [the company’s] ESG 

score by a rating agency” (Andrew).  

Previous research suggests that women leaders tend to be more ethical and transparent than 

their male counterparts (Boulouta, 2013, p. 193). However, in this research this theme was 

identified in the scenario responses of only a slightly higher percentage of women than men and 

the theme did not emerge in direct questioning. This research into the theme of ethical and 

transparent leadership therefore provides little evidence to support the main argument of this 

thesis. Though women leaders who participated in this research did demonstrated ethical and 

transparent leadership, men leaders did as well (though they did so to a slightly lesser degree).  

Nonetheless, even this slight gendered distinction indicates that women may be more ethical and 

transparent in leadership positions. Since ethical and transparent leadership is key to attaining 

sustainability, women therefore also may be more effective sustainability leaders. 

5.1.5 Long-term orientation  

The fifth theme this research is exploring is that of having a long-term orientation as a 

leadership attribute. Since achieving sustainability requires a long-term perspective and 

prioritizing the future over short-term costs and benefits, sustainability leadership literature 

suggests that this orientation is key to the attainment of sustainability initiatives (Campbell et al., 

2018). Like the theme of transformational leadership, this theme only emerged in direct 

questioning and not in scenario responses. Only a few participants indicated that they perceived 

women to have this leadership attribute to a greater extent than men: 14% of women (two women) 

and 25% of men (one man). However, as mentioned previously, the fact that participants brought 

up this attribute with no prompts indicates that there may be more to this. For example, one 
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participant who indicated that she perceived women to have more of a long-term orientation was 

Charlotte, who works in the oil and gas sector: 

I think women are more futuristic… they are always thinking more about their future. And 

when you look at sustainability it’s very much about the future, so don’t think about the here 

and now, think about the future. So just the ability to be able to think about the future and 

the sustainability of it. 

This excerpt from Charlotte’s interview is extremely similar to the interviews of the other two 

participants who indicated a perception that women’s leadership is more long-term focused. Both 

of these participants stated how women “contemplate future impacts better” (Andrew) and “trend 

towards long term thinking” (Sarah). Though this requires further research, these findings support 

the small amount of research indicating that women may have a longer-term orientation than men 

(Adams & Ferreira, 2009; McElhaney & Mobasseri, 2012; Silverman, 2003). This research 

therefore also supports the main argument of this research: if women leaders think long-term, they 

also may be more effective sustainability leaders.  

5.1.6 Inclusive leadership  

The sixth theme which this research identified as being key to sustainability leadership is 

that of inclusive leadership. Inclusive leaders are those promote better working conditions for 

employees and work to create a more welcoming environment. They are also more concerned with 

impacts a project can have on local communities and stakeholders. Inclusive leadership as a theme 

was identified across scenario responses and direct questioning and across gender identities. In 

responding to scenarios, women’s responses had a higher incidence of demonstrating inclusive 

leadership then men’s (91% of women [ten women] compared of 50% of men [two men]). This 

theme of inclusive leadership can be seen in the excerpt from Katherine’s interview below, where 

she demonstrates a concern for the wellbeing of her team when responding to a scenario:  

The thing I don't do is driving people harder because if there's anything I've discovered in in 

the years of leading teams it's that when people have a really clear idea of what they're trying 
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to deliver, and they believe in that outcome, they work like dogs. And you do not need to do 

anything to push them more. And in fact for mental health and all that other stuff…It's giving 

them the space to do the work that they do exceptionally well and not increase the pressure 

because they already have enough pressure on themselves. 

Katherine’s concern for her team, their “mental health”, and “not increase[ing] the pressure” are 

all key aspects of inclusive leadership. Other participants had similar responses to scenarios, 

echoing concern for their teams’ “mental health” in a hypothetical high-pressure scenario 

(Stephanie, James) and a desire to “add more capacity” (Andrew) or “bring in other people” 

(Ashley) to relieve team stress.   

The theme of inclusive leadership was also identified in direct questioning: both women 

(57% or eight women) and men (25% or one man) indicated that they perceived women to be more 

inclusive leaders. Many participants indicated this through describing women as having a more 

inclusive and compassionate approach to leading their teams. One such example is Sarah, who 

stated: “I find that women trend towards … inclusivity is my experience. So being inclusive of 

those introverts of diverse folks. And creating a space where they can communicate.”  

A keyword within with this theme of inclusive leadership which emerged a total of 17 times 

throughout the interviews in direct questioning was “empathy.” Interestingly, though no men 

raised the attribute of empathy as being a valuable asset associated with women’s leadership, 50% 

of women (seven women) did. For example, Hannah expressed how she has come realize how 

important this quality of caring and empathy is in leadership positions:  

I think women just inherently have a more of a… whether it's like a tendency or a capacity 

for kind of like that empathy, caring, thinking about people aspect … and I think that's 

important for a leader, because you know, obviously, you know there's nothing without 

having strong team and being behind you, so I think kind of that the people caring aspect is 

so important.  

This research therefore supports previous literature which suggests that women are more inclusive 

leaders (McElhaney & Mobasseri, 2012). Since a sustainable energy transition will require the 
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engagement and inclusion of people across all walks of life and around the world, inclusive 

leadership is also key to sustainability leadership (Campbell et al., 2018; Knight & Paterson, 2017; 

Visser & Courtice, 2011). This research therefore also supports the main argument of this research 

and indicates that gender matters when it comes to Canada’s sustainable energy transition since 

women may be sustainable energy transition leaders.  

5.1.7 The ability to manage complexity  

The final theme that this research explored is the ability of leaders to manage complexity. 

Energy system transitions are extremely complex, occurring across a variety of spheres (political, 

economic, technical, social) and progressing in a non-linear fashion. Because of their complexity, 

existing literature suggests that leadership within this complexity is particularly challenging but 

important for the achievement of sustainability (Hull et al., 2018; Metcalf and Benn, 2013; 

Sørensen & Handcock, 2020; Visser and Courtice, 2011; WBCSD, 2011). Much like 

transformational leadership and having a long-term orientation, this research only identified the 

theme of managing complexity in direct questioning and not in scenario responses. In total, 43% 

of women (six women) and 50% of men (two men) indicated that they perceived women leaders 

to be better able to manage complexity than leaders who are men. For example, Charlotte 

emphasized how women leaders are more “multi-dimensional”, whereas men tend to have a more 

“linear perspective.” Similarly, Mark described women’s leadership as “more multi-faceted” and 

“more encompassing,” once again demonstrating the perception that women leaders are better able 

to manage complexity.  

As was previously discussed, even though this theme was not present in scenario responses, 

the fact that participants brought up this theme with no prompting suggests that this may be a 

stronger trend than this research initially indicates. Furthermore, there is previous research 
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suggesting that women may be better able to manage complexity due to their unique approach 

leadership, which can be characterized as having looser hierarchies, encouraging innovation and 

creativity, and challenging the status-quo (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007). Therefore, this research supports 

once again supports the main argument of this research. Specifically, these findings indicate that 

women may be sustainable energy transition leaders and the promotion of women’s leadership in 

Canadian energy sector firms may serve to facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy transition. 

5.1.8 Bringing it all together  

 

Though the evidence for some themes was much stronger than evidence for others, almost 

all of the thematic findings of this analysis support the main argument of this research (with the 

exception of the theme of environmental management). This research found evidence that women 

leaders in Canadian energy sector firms demonstrate seven of the eight sustainability leadership 

attributes to a greater extent than their male counterparts. This suggests that women may be the 

sustainable energy transition leaders that Canada needs to address the many sustainability 

challenges it is facing and that promoting women’s leadership in energy sector firms will serve to 

facilitate Canada’s transition towards a sustainable energy future. A summary of findings 

organized by theme can be found in Table 3 below.  
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Table 3: Summary of Findings 

Theme  Result Strength of 

evidence31 

Collaboration Findings support literature suggesting women are more 

collaborative leaders.  

Strong 

Innovation Findings support previous research indicating that 

women leaders promote innovation. 

Strong 

Transformational 

leadership 

Findings support research suggesting women leaders 

are transformational leaders. 

Medium 

Ethical and 

transparent leadership 

Findings support literature demonstrating a link 

between women’s leadership and ethical and 

transparent leadership. 

Weak 

Environmental 

management 

Findings were unable to provide insight into whether 

or not women perform better in terms of 

environmental management, though previous research 

suggests that they do. 

None 

Long-term orientation Findings support literature suggesting women leaders 

have a long-term perspective. 

Medium 

Inclusive leadership Findings support research indicating that women 

leaders are inclusive leaders. 

Strong 

The ability to manage 

complexity 

Findings support literature which suggests that women 

leaders are better able to manage complexity.  

Medium 

 

Beyond this evidence linking nearly all themes of sustainability leadership attributes to 

women’s leadership, this research uncovered one other theme supporting this main argument. 

Nearly all participants (16 out of 18) indicated that women’s distinct leadership attributes make 

them better suited for sustainability leadership within the Canadian energy sector. Though two 

participants were unsure, stating that “you’d think so, but I haven’t borne witness to it” (James) 

and “I think the honest answer is I don't know” (Katherine), the rest indicated that they believed 

women demonstrated a style of leadership better suited to sustainability. Participants gave a variety 

 
31 Evidence was considered strong if it was found in responses to both avenues of questioning and medium if it was 

found only through direct questioning. Evidence for ethical and transparent leadership was considered weak because 

it was found only through scenarios and the difference between genders was small.  
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of reasons as to why they believed this to be the case, many referring to one or more of the eight 

attributes discussed above. Some reasons given by participants as to why they believed this to be 

the case were because women “have an ability to build teams” (Andrew), think in a more “multi-

dimensional” way (Charlotte) and are less “narrow minded” (Mark), or simply because women 

bring “different perspectives, different approaches, [and] different ways of thinking” (Hailey).  

Thus, though additional research is needed to further interrogate these finding, this research 

suggests that encouraging women leaders can facilitate a transition towards sustainability within 

Canadian energy sector firms.  

The following section will turn away from the primary research question of this thesis and 

return to the secondary research question. Namely, it will expand on the literature presented in 

section 3.2 through revisiting the barriers and recommendations for women leaders within 

Canadian energy sector firms. Rather than exploring the question of why women’s leadership 

matters, as this section did, section 5.2 will explore how it can be promoted. This will include a 

discussion of the barriers and recommendations put forward by participants in this research and 

compare these findings to existing literature on women’s leadership in private energy sector firms.  

5.2 Revisiting Barriers and Recommendations for Women Leaders  

If women are sustainable energy transition leaders, as previous research and the analysis 

above suggests, then Canadian energy sector firms should work to promote more women into 

leadership positions within the industry. However, this will not be as simple as it may seem. 

Women are currently vastly underrepresented in leadership roles in the sector, and they face a 

variety of barriers in the workplace. As discussed in section 3.2, research shows that prominent 

barriers include cultural and social norms, unfair and biased practices, a lack of flexibility, and  

limited support and role models. The literature review in section 3.2 also provided 
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recommendations to address these barriers. These recommendations include the initiation of a 

cultural shift through initiatives like unconscious bias training, changing recruitment and 

promotion practices, and improving human resource policies (see Table 2 for a full list). 

One goal of the primary research component of this thesis was to explore the barriers that 

participants believed women in the sector face and ask for their recommendations regarding how 

to make Canadian energy sector firms more welcoming for women and women leaders (i.e., my 

secondary research question). Unlike the analysis presented in section 5.1 above, this primary 

research was done through only one avenue of questioning: direct questioning. These questions 

were also asked near the end of interviews, ensuring that participants were already thinking about 

women’s leadership and their experiences in the sector. This section will therefore examine 

participants’ responses to the question of what barriers exist for women leaders and provide further 

Canada-specific insights regarding how women leaders can be better supported in the energy sector 

firms.  

All 18 participants indicated that they believed that women face barriers in Canadian energy 

sector firms. For example, Tracy emphasized her experiences in the sector as often being “a huge 

sausage party” and Stephanie reminisced how she used to be referred to as “just a mindless girl,” 

or “JAMG,” a phrase she heard when she first entered the energy sector. However, nearly half 

(seven, 39%) of participants considered barriers to advancement in the sector to be more of a 

concern than barriers to entry. For example, Hannah expressed this sentiment; while she 

acknowledged that entry can be an issue for women, she emphasized how women tend to leave 

the sector and are not advancing to leadership positions:  

I think the two things for me that are  interesting is you look at the number of women that 

enter the sector versus how long they stick around for, and you know that number is not 

great, we see them leaving the sector after 4, 5, 10 years kind of thing … [one reason why is 

that] women that aren’t advancing into either management or leadership positions, that's not 
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happening at the same rate as men … I guess, maybe like for entry it’s probably not as much 

of a barrier, I think it’s maybe once you get in there, and if you have the unfortunate luck of 

getting into a company that does have more of that old boy’s mentality… um then you’re 

going to see those barriers pretty quickly. 

This sentiment that women may be able to enter the sector but often leave echoes research on 

women in STEM (see section 3.2.9), which also suggests that women leave the field in much 

higher rates than men due to the variety of barriers and biases that they face in the workplace 

(Frank, 2019). This is also reflected in the barriers discussed in the literature (section 3.2), many 

of which focus on barriers related to advancement in the sector rather than entry. For example, 

cultural and social norms, unfair practices, and limited support for women in the workplace may 

all lead to a woman leaving the sector rather than remaining and advancing to a leadership position.  

Hannah’s response points to another theme which emerged in the interviews: the 

heterogeneity of companies within the sector. Her response suggests that though some companies 

may have an “old boy’s mentality,” not all do. This theme emerged in many of the interviews. For 

example, Mary emphasized how women are “very well represented” at the company she works at 

but recognized that “you don’t really see that” at other companies. Similarly, Charlotte celebrated 

her company’s commitment to “ensuring that leadership is 50/50” and how not all companies “see 

the value of bringing different voices” into leadership roles like her place of work does. This trend 

of participants perceiving their place of work as more egalitarian likely emerged at least in part 

due to self-selection: for the most part, only companies who were already thinking about and 

prioritizing these issues responded to my inquiry.32 However, it is interesting to note that though 

many companies therefore do need to make significant improvements to their practices, culture, 

and policies in order to better facilitate the advancement of women leaders, not all may have to. 

 
32 When emailing a company directly, I emailed the general information address provided on the company’s website. 

This typically went to an administrative staff member, who would either ignore the inquiry, respond asking for further 

details, or forward the research inquiry to leaders within the company.  
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Rather, there are companies within the Canadian energy sector that are already acting on the issue 

of gender inequality. In such cases, encouraging the promotion of women into leadership positions 

may be much easier.  

This points to yet another theme which emerged in the interviews: participants believed that, 

though further action is needed, things are better now than they used to be for women in the sector. 

Almost half of participants (seven, 39%) suggested that they believed this to be the case. For 

example, Anna stated that “even the past 20 years that I've been in the workforce I definitely see 

a difference, which is nice [but] I think we still have a long way to go.” Other participants indicated 

that they “think it's gotten better” (Samantha) and that “things have changed, and it is more positive 

now” (Victoria).  

However, despite the heterogeneity of the sector and the positive change that has occurred 

in parts of the sector, participants indicated that barriers remain for women and women leaders in 

Canadian energy sector firms. A summary of the barriers and recommendations put forward by 

participants is presented below in Figures 10 and 11. Both Figures present participant responses 

according to the barriers and recommendations found in the literature review (section 3.2). As a 

result, there are a few gaps: not all barriers and recommendations discussed in the literature were 

brought up by participants. This does not mean that the conclusions of existing literature are 

necessarily inaccurate, but rather reflects the positions of these individuals. For example, even 

though it is often discussed in the literature (Barua & Gaudet, 2018; Pearl-Martinez & Stephens, 

2016, p. 2; Smet, 2018), no participants presented the lack of gender-disaggregated data on 

employment within the sector as a barrier. However, this is not surprising since this is a high-level 

issue more concerned with governance of the sector rather than individual experiences. Similarly, 

the fact that no participants discussed sexual harassment as a barrier for women in the sector may 
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be the result of the fact that, as discussed above, things have improved in the sector. As expressed 

by Victoria, now women “get less of the overt harassment” (emphasis added).  

The frequency of each barrier and recommendation is also not very high, with each theme 

rarely being identified in the responses of even half of the 18 participants. However, this is also 

not surprising. In the interviews, questions regarding barriers and recommendations were left 

completely open-ended, leaving it up to participants to reflect on their experiences and perceptions. 

This approach is distinct from much of the previous research on barriers and recommendations for 

women in the energy sector, which has often provided more guidance for participants. For 

example, in the research study conducted by IRENA (2019), participants were asked to select what 

they perceived to be the most important barriers and solutions for women in the renewable energy 

sector from a pre-determined list (p. 84). A more open-ended ended approach was selected to avoid 

leading participants to certain conclusions, facilitate more discussion, and encourage participants 

to bring up new ideas. As can be seen by the variety of other themes identified in the responses to 

these questions discussed above, this approach succeeded in doing this: many conclusions beyond 

how frequently participants pointed to each barrier and recommendation emerged from this part 

of the interviews. 
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5.2.1 A lack of flexibility and accommodation  

In this research, a lack of flexibility and accommodation in the workplace emerged as the 

most commonly-referenced barrier for women in Canadian energy sector firms (seven 

participants). In their responses, participants almost all focused on pregnancy and maternity leave, 

and how companies and higher-ups often do not make it easy for women to go through a 

pregnancy, go on maternity leave, and raise their children. Instead, participants pointed to this time 

in a woman’s life (around a woman’s 30s) as a critical time for advancement, and discussed how 

going on maternity leave at this critical time can lead to discriminatory practices: 

Women [often]… have to take a couple of years [off] in their career for maternity leave and 

whatnot. And it's usually unfortunately right smack in your 30s when you know you've 

started to establish your position. By then you would probably be considered for 

advancement, but you're leaving for a year and [bosses sometimes think] ‘oh don't give it to 

her, she's probably going to go again for a couple years, you know, for another maternity 

leave.’ (Mary) 

 

It's kind of crazy like bosses will say out loud like, ‘I don't want to hire a woman because 

they're going to get pregnant’. So, they want either a really young one or a really old one. 

They don't want to hire one in their 30s, because they're worried that they're going to go on 

mat leave, which is such a stupid barrier. (Sarah) 

 

Both Mary and Sarah therefore expressed similar concerns regarding the reactions of higher-ups 

to a woman taking maternity leave. They both suggested that going on maternity leave may mean 

that a woman would not be considered in advancement and hiring decisions. These responses also 

tie in other barriers that women face, such as unfair practices and cultural and social norms.  

The solution many participants (ten) suggested to address this barrier is to increase the 

flexibility of the workplace. This includes initiatives such as mandatory parental leave, leave for 

caring for family, more flexible scheduling, more work-life balance, and on-site childcare. 

Katherine’s recommendation regarding how to make the sector more inclusive included several of 

these components:  
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I had a guy [colleague]… who had a baby, and I begged him to take parental leave because 

accepting that women take maternity leave is different than saying that all people have 

parental leave at some point in their lives. And if you make it normal for everybody then it's 

not going to be this big barrier for women and this big choice point to say I have to choose 

family or career, which everybody who's married to somebody who doesn't take parental 

leave does. So I think that there's lots of ways that we need to look at how we [can] encourage 

advancement of women and not through … not encouraging advancement by pushing 

women to play the same games that are required in the current system, but by actually 

changing the system and not by you know saying ‘okay well I guess it's the same thing , yeah 

you have to play the same game as men, work all these hours that nobody really needs to 

work all that other junk’.    

 

Katherine’s response therefore includes key aspects of increasing flexibility in the workplace, such 

as parental leave and encouraging more widespread change though “changing the system” and 

improving work-life balance for everyone. This is a key point: a more flexible workplace would 

support a wide range of diverse employees beyond women. One participant in this research, Sarah, 

noted that this flexibility would also support people with disabilities, transgender people, and those 

suffering from chronic ailments like irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and Crohn’s disease. These 

individuals may feel uncomfortable using the workplace washrooms or simply require more 

flexible schedules. Thus, through having a more flexible and supportive workplace, a company 

can better attract and retain these individuals who may be top-tier and extremely good at their jobs, 

but simply struggle to adhere to a regimented and uncompromising work schedule.  

5.2.2 Limited support and role models  

The second most-frequently referenced barrier for women and women leaders in the 

Canadian energy sector was that of limited support and role models. Many participants (six) 

pointed to this lack of role models that women have as being a barrier that women in the energy 

sector face. For example, Hannah expressed concern for the fact that the leadership teams in the 

sector are still predominantly men, so women entering the sector don’t see themselves in those 

roles: “…and that's important, because I think if you're going to go for something you need sort of 
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a role model and say ‘oh yeah she did it, I can do it too.’” Participants also reiterated other aspects 

of this barrier that the literature identified, namely, that the lack of networks available to women 

hinders their ability to enter and advance within the sector.  For example, Charlotte pointed out 

how the “tight-knit industry” tends to support men in lieu of women:  

It’s often males in these positions of power and the issue is that women often haven’t built 

up enough momentum in terms of the socioeconomics and creating that value [networks] 

that they can actually use to advance each other. Whereas men have been in it for a long 

time. So their advancement is much more easier than for females. 

Addressing this barrier through encouraging mentorship and sponsorship programs for 

women in the energy sector as well as highlighting women in the sector was one of the most 

suggested recommendations (ten participants). Much like how existing literature pointed to this as 

being important, many participants in this research pointed to these kinds of initiatives as being 

key to promoting women in the energy sector. For example, many pointed to the importance of 

“seeing yourself” in senior leadership positions, which can be extremely difficult if all leaders are 

men (Anna, Ashley, Hannah, Mary, Samantha).  

5.2.3 Cultural and social norms 

In this research, cultural and social norms were the third most referenced barrier for women 

and women leaders in Canadian energy sector firms (four participants). Participants mentioned 

how some companies in the sector are “old boy’s club[s]” (Hannah) and how many men in the 

sector have “blind spots” when it comes to the challenges that women face (James). Samantha’s 

discussion of this barrier includes several other aspects of how cultural and social norms limit 

women’s success and advancement:  

I think there are probably barriers because the cultures [in the energy sector] aren't 

necessarily … haven't always been inclusive, and maybe still aren't inclusive, and so you see 

women, [or] people who demonstrate other diverse traits, who might say ‘I don't see that as 

a friendly place for me to be’, or ‘how am I going to advance there?’ Because, you know, 

until recently, well even now I mean, you can still look around [and] a lot of companies 

today and in the energy sector you'll look at boards and executives that are, you know, white 
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and male, and so sometimes it's hard to imagine what your pathway is there, or if it's a culture 

you want to be in.  

Samantha therefore brings in not only how the cultures at some companies in the sector are not 

inclusive of women and other forms of diversity, but also ties in this barrier with the lack of 

representation of women in leadership positions in the sector, and how this can discourage women 

from even trying. These quotes from participants tie in the key aspects of the barrier of cultural 

and social norms: the lack of awareness of the challenges that women face, and conscious and 

unconscious bias.  

The recommendation of initiating a cultural shift in order to address this barrier was also 

the third most referenced recommendation (seven participants). Participants pointed to the fact that 

many men “are just unaware” of the issues that women face, and how addressing this requires 

“programs” and “training” regarding women’s issues, diversity, and how to become more aware 

of  “unconscious bias” and how it impacts one’s actions (Charlotte, Sarah, Victoria). Anna also 

brought up how companies should “have a deliberate gender strategy” in order to promote more 

systematic change in the company. These suggestions made by participants are similar to many of 

those presented in the literature. For example, previous research also emphasizes how providing 

unconscious bias and diversity training can facilitate a cultural shift in an organization towards 

greater inclusivity (Boyd et al., 2019, p. 66; Equal by 30, 2021).  

5.2.4 Low levels of confidence  

In participants’ responses, low levels of confidence among women tied with 

improper/insufficient backgrounds and/or education as the fourth most frequently referenced 

barrier for women in the sector. As discussed in the literature review (section 3.2), these low levels 

of confidence are endemic to women across the workforce. A few participants echoed these 

conclusions, expressing concern for women’s reticence to advocate for themselves and be 
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confident in their knowledge and abilities. For example, both Ashley and Tracy brought up the 

same example of how men are more likely to apply for a job even if they do not have all of the 

listed qualifications, while women will often wait until they can check off all qualifications before 

applying. Mary brought up a more comical real-life example of this phenomenon:  

I remember being at a conference [and] somebody asked the room ‘who here is an expert on 

breastfeeding?’ And the room was full of women and men and like essentially no women 

raised their hands, some of them being mothers, some of them having breast fed in the past. 

And there was one guy that raised his hand and the person asked, ‘so why do you think that 

you're an expert on breastfeeding?’ And the guy is like ‘oh I watched my wife do it a couple 

times.’ And you know what's interesting in that is that men tend to put their hand up when 

they really don't know exactly what they're doing or where they're going. But you know, 

they're like, yeah, I'm going to figure it out. I'm putting my hand up, I can do this. Whereas 

women … if in contrast, if I'm given a project and I'm not 100% familiar with it. My instinct 

is to say, okay, I don't know this, this, this and this. I'll do my best, but I just want to put it 

out there that I'm not an expert right off the bat. We’re [women are] more comfortable 

disclaiming all of those things. 

This example that Mary provided points to another conclusion of the literature review: that there 

are two sides to this barrier. While it is true that women are often not confident enough and do not 

apply or raise their hands when maybe they should, men tend to apply and raise their hands when 

maybe they should not. Because this barrier is therefore two-sided, the literature review suggested 

an approach which addressed both women and men and their respective shortcomings in situations 

such as the one Mary presented. To bolter women’s confidence, mentorship and sponsorship 

programs were recommended as well as highlighting more women in the energy sector. 

However, more systematic change is also needed so that companies no longer prioritize the 

promotion of people who are extremely vocal and (over)confident over those who may be quieter 

but equally or even more competent (Chamorro-Premuzic & Gallop, 2020). This includes 

changing recruitment and promotion practices to be more inclusive and less biased.  

The recommendation of mentorship and sponsorship programs was already discussed as one 

of the top recommendations stemming from this research, but this second recommendation, 
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changing recruitment and promotion practices, was also suggested by several participants (six). 

Participant responses pointed to several key elements of changing recruitment and promotion 

practices to make them more inclusive and better able to facilitate the advancement of women. 

These include the importance of using inclusive language (Harper), targets for the number of 

women in an organization’s leadership and/or the number of women candidates solicited to fill a 

role (Samantha, Andrew, James), and using  blind applications to avoid conscious and unconscious 

bias (Michael, Victoria). For example, Samantha recommended setting a target for women’s 

representation in leadership roles, and discussed how well this strategy worked at her place of 

work:  

We set we set a target, have 30% of our board and our executive female … [and] I don't 

think that intentional effort has resulted in a lower quality of leadership, and I think that's 

really important because I think sometimes people [that] … you're going to take a less 

qualified candidate, because you're may not select based on merit, you're going to select 

based on some other element of diversity and I just don't think that's true. 

Thus, in her response, Samantha refuted the main argument against policies like targets and quotas, 

arguing that it does not lead to “a lower quality of leadership,” but rather that these women “add a 

lot of value.” This is similar to existing research which suggest that quotas often support rather 

than undermine a meritocracy (Besley et al., 2017).  

5.2.5 Improper/insufficient backgrounds and/or education  

The barrier of women having improper/insufficient backgrounds and/or education (whether 

perceived or real) also appeared in the responses of a total of three participants. Interestingly, all 

of these participants who pointed to this as a barrier were men. For example, Andrew pointed to 

how “attracting women to the STEM programs” was a problem and was limiting women’s ability 

to advance and succeed in the energy sector. No participants pointed to the fact that this 

phenomenon is often perceived rather than real (due to the fact that people often are not aware of 
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the wide range of jobs in the sector) or discussed the phenomenon of women leaving the sector 

and/or their technical fields in droves.   

The literature review recommended several actions to address this barrier, including 

encouraging mentorship and sponsorship programs, highlighting women in the energy 

sector, changing recruitment and promotion practices, and promoting women in STEM. All 

recommendations except for the fourth have already been discussed so only evidence for this last 

recommendation will be presented here. Two participants (both men) suggested that encouraging 

women to enter STEM programs would improve their prospects in the energy sector. For example, 

Andrew suggested “breaking down those stereotypes that math and science are only for boys and 

engineering is only for boys and then also kind of dropping the breadcrumbs of these are the 

potential careers that you could do.” His response therefore not only includes how important the 

promotion of women in STEM is, but also brings in a different recommendation: spread awareness 

of the energy sector and its wide range of jobs.  

5.2.6 Other barriers and recommendations 

Due to the limited availability of data for the rest of the barriers and recommendations, those 

remaining are simply listed below in Table 4 with key evidence from participants. The final barrier 

discussed by a total of two participants was that of unfair practices. The last two recommendations 

put forward by a few participants were improving human resource policies and spreading 

awareness of the energy sector and its range of jobs.  
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Table 4: Other Barriers and Recommendations Put Forward by Participants 

Barrier Evidence 

Unfair practices 

• Recruitment/promotion 

practices which 

perpetuate the 

predominance of men 

in the energy sector  

(n = 2) 

 

“I find that because the entrenched leadership is mostly white men, 

they want to groom another person who looks like them… And so, I 

find a lot of the times they're, they're kind of progressing people who 

look like them. And so, it's going to keep that one male-dominated 

leadership style.” (Sarah) 

Recommendation Evidence 

Improve human resource 

policies to be more inclusive  

• Zero-tolerance for 

sexual harassment 

 

(n = 1) 

 

“A harassment policy… [my company] always just went off of 

Canadian you know gender equality in the workforce kind of thing and 

[my company] now has one [a harassment policy] specifically in place 

to add to that Canadian policy and add protections, and I think that was 

an important step.” (Harper) 

Spread awareness of the energy 

sector and its wide range of 

jobs 

(n = 2) 

 

“But I think there's a number of things that we could be doing to get 

more females in the sector. One is just to really highlight the roles that 

women can play, rather than trying to convince women to do 

something that they don't really want to do (like maybe the physical 

labour part of it), there's a lot of things like women can do like own 

their own business ... they can do the HR, the payroll, and all the 

advertising, and like essentially running their own business. So I think 

we need to do more of that to highlight women that are already doing 

that and also show them that this is this is a career this is a job for 

you.” (Anna) 

 
This primary research therefore reiterated many of the conclusions of previous research 

discussed in the literature review (3.2). While not all barriers and recommendations discussed in 

the literature were brought up by participants, the majority were. These barriers and 

recommendations stemming from the responses of participants are listed below. They are listed 

according to how frequently each was suggested by participants.  
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Barriers:  

1. A lack of flexibility and accommodation in the workplace 

2. Limited support and role models for women in the energy sector  

3. Cultural and social norms 

4. Low levels of confidence 

5. Insufficient and/or improper backgrounds/education (perceived or real) 

6. Unfair practices 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Increase flexibility and accommodation in the workplace 

2. Encourage mentorship and sponsorship programs and highlight women in the energy 

sector 

3. Initiate a cultural shift 

4. Change recruitment and promotion practices 

5. Spread awareness of the energy sector and its wide range of jobs 

6. Promote women in STEM 

7. Improve human resource policies 

Actors across government bodies, advocacy groups, and energy sector firms will play a role 

in implementing these recommendations. For example, all three of these groups could play a role 

in implementing the first recommendation: increasing flexibility and accommodations in the 

workplace. At the government level, federal and/or municipal legislation could be altered to 

encourage shared parental leave. Though the Canadian Federal Government currently allows 

parents to share parental leave, it is not mandatory.33 However, as of 2019, sharing parental leave 

to care for a child means that parents can claim benefits for an extra five weeks under standard 

benefits (Government of Canada, 2019). While this is definitely a step in the right direction, further 

support would bolster the benefits of this change.  

Advocacy groups could also play a role in increasing flexibility in the workplace. For 

example, a group could do further research into the flexibility-related barriers that women in the 

 
33 Research done in response to Norway’s 2018 change to its parental leave legislation indicates that giving men non-

transferable paternal leave (meaning they cannot transfer the time to their partner) can significantly increase the 

percent of men taking parental leave. In fact, now 90% of men take parental leave to care for their children (Apolitical, 

2018).  
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workforce face and use that information to pressure the government and/or companies to change. 

Lastly, companies within the energy sector have a crucial role to play in increasing the level of 

flexibility and accommodation in the workplace. Changes at the company-level could take the 

form of new human resource policies which support people of all gender identities in taking time 

off to care for children or aging parents. Companies could also work to create a culture in which 

work-life balance is encouraged.  

5.3 Chapter Five Conclusion  

Chapter Five has provided further insights into the two research questions guiding this 

research. Building on the literature review in section 3.1, section 5.1 explored the primary research 

question of this thesis and provided evidence which supports literature suggesting that women 

leaders tend to have the attributes key to sustainability leadership. This suggests that women are 

sustainable energy transition leaders and promoting women’s leadership in energy sector firms 

will serve to facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy transition. Section 5.2 scrutinized the 

secondary research question and built on existing research through exploring participants’ 

descriptions of the barriers that women and women leaders face as well as their recommendations 

for improving the situation. Findings once again supported much of the existing literature.  

The following chapter will review these finding once more and explore the implications of 

these findings. Chapter Six will also return to the discussion of how gender can be situated within 

sociotechnical transitions which was started in section 4.2. Lastly, the final chapter of this thesis 

will provide a discussion of future avenues for research which were uncovered in the course of 

performing this primary and secondary research.  
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Chapter Six: Conclusion and Implications of Findings  

Addressing Canada’s contemporary crisis of sustainability will require widespread and 

systematic change, particularly in energy sector firms. This research demonstrated how women 

leaders may be well-suited to guide this change and usher in a new era of sustainability. Building 

on a small amount of existing literature which suggests that women are sustainability leaders 

(Campbell et al., 2018; Marshall, 2011), this thesis combined primary and secondary research in 

order to respond to the following main research question: will promoting women’s leadership in 

energy sector firms serve to facilitate Canada’s sustainable energy transition?  

Based on a review of existing literature, eight leadership attributes were identified as being 

crucial for sustainability leadership. These eight leadership attributes are: collaboration, 

innovation, transformational leadership, ethical and transparent leadership, environmental 

management, long-term orientation, inclusive leadership, and the ability to manage complexity. 

To see if women leaders tend to demonstrate these sustainability leadership attributes to a greater 

extent than men, literature on women’s leadership was then scrutinized. Though the amount of 

research varies between leadership attributes, this literature review tied all sustainability leadership 

attributes to women’s leadership. For example, research suggests that having a long-term 

orientation is key to sustainability leadership (Campbell et al, 2018; Sørensen & Handcock, 2020; 

Visser & Courtice, 2011) and that women leaders tend to prioritize longer-term rewards (Adams 

& Ferreira, 2009) and value future costs and benefits more than men (Coller & Williams, 1999; 

Kirby & Marakovic, 1996). 

These conclusions from secondary research led to the creation of framework by which to 

further explore these issues. Since existing research on the role that gender plays in shaping 

leadership attributes is dominated by dated studies and/or research not specific to Canada and/or 
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the energy sector, primary research in the form of interviews was undertaken. This research 

complements the existing literature, which is dominated by large-scale quantitative studies, by 

providing in-depth qualitative and Canada-specific insights. Ultimately, results from analysis of 

these interviews supported the conclusions of previous studies, suggesting that women leaders 

perform gender in way that more effectively addresses sustainability problems. Through thematic 

analysis using NVivo, seven of the eight sustainability leadership attributes identified in the 

literature review were tied to women’s leadership in participant responses. Strong evidence linking 

women leaders in Canadian energy sector firms to collaborative leadership, innovative leadership, 

and inclusive leadership was found. Medium-strength evidence was found linking these women’s 

leadership with transformational leadership, having a long-term orientation, and the ability to 

manage complexity. Lastly, this research provided only weak evidence linking women leaders in 

Canadian energy sector firms to ethical and transparent leadership. No evidence was found 

regarding how gender may influence the eighth and final leadership attribute, environmental 

management. These findings suggest that the answer to my primary research question is yes, 

promoting women’s leadership in Canadian energy sector firms will serve to facilitate Canada’s 

sustainable energy transition.  

However, regardless of women leaders’ ability to usher in this transition, the fact is that 

women are currently vastly underrepresented in leadership positions in Canadian energy sector 

firms. Thus, though the primary research question asked why women’s leadership is important, 

this thesis also explored a secondary research question: how can this current scenario be changed? 

In other words, what barriers do women leaders in Canadian energy sector firms face and how can 

they be overcome?  
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This thesis approached this secondary research question in much the same manner as the 

primary question, first exploring existing research and then expanding on this secondary research 

with primary research. Chapter Three (3.2) reviewed literature on the barriers that women in the 

energy sector face and how these barriers can be overcome. Interviews with men and women 

leaders in the sector were then used to verify and expand on these findings. For example, both 

previous research and the primary research conducted for this thesis concluded that the lack of 

mentorship and sponsorship opportunities for women in the sector poses a barrier for women and 

women’s leadership in Canadian energy sector firms (Catalyst, 2020; IRENA, 2019, p. 12; 

MacDougall et al., 2020). Other barriers mentioned frequently by participants and echoed by 

previous research include a lack of flexibility and accommodation in the workplace, cultural and 

social norms, and low levels of confidence among women. The top recommendations put forward 

by participants in order to overcome these barriers are to increase the level of flexibility and 

accommodation in the workplace, encourage mentorship and sponsorship programs, highlight 

women in the energy sector, and to initiate a cultural shift. With a greater awareness of these 

barriers and action regarding these recommendations, this research can help facilitate women’s 

advancement in Canadian energy sector firms, ultimately serving to also facilitate a national 

sustainable energy transition.  

This thesis therefore provides both a reason why women’s leadership should be supported in 

the sector and a roadmap for how this can be achieved. However, the research and analysis 

presented above primarily focuses on the micro level: how gender influences leadership at 

individual companies in Canada. In concluding this thesis, it is worth returning to the broader 

discussion of how these gendered influences impact sociotechnical transitions, a discussion which 

was started in Chapter Four. Figure 6 in Chapter Four provided a visual representation of how 
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women leaders can impact Canada’s sociotechnical energy transition. The model presented 

suggests that the sustainability crisis that Canada is facing could serve as a shock to trigger change 

in Canada’s energy system.34 According to the Multi-Level Perspective (MLP), the model of 

sociotechnical change this thesis has adopted, a shock is one means by which a sociotechnical 

transition can be initiated. Thus, Canada’s sustainability crisis could serve to trigger a 

sociotechnical sustainable energy transition.  

The adapted MLP model displayed in Figure 6 explains this transition as follows. The 

sustainability crisis is putting pressure on the existing dominant energy system (the regime) 

characterized by male leadership and a lack of sustainability, destabilizing it. Women leaders 

(niche actors) can capitalize upon this instability and promote a sociotechnical transition to a more 

sustainable energy system using their innovations (sustainability leadership attributes). In this way, 

through promoting women’s leadership in Canadian energy sector firms, sustainability and a 

sustainable energy transition can be facilitated. The theoretical foundations of this model stem 

from not only the MLP, but also from research suggesting that since women are external to the 

dominant energy system, they may be more willing to challenge the status quo and facilitate 

transition (Halpern, 2019; Lieu et al., 2020; Marshall, 2011). The adapted MLP framework 

represented in Figure 6 therefore provides a novel representation of how Canada’s sustainable 

energy transition can be facilitated. 

The focus of the MLP model and this research was therefore on sociotechnical transitions 

themselves, rather than their results. Thus, the model described above says nothing of what the 

resulting energy system will look like. As a result, the conclusions of this model and the primary 

research that I conducted in this thesis in order to further explore it were conclusions surrounding 

 
34 As discussed in section 1.2, Canada’s sustainability crisis includes the effects of climate change, land and water 

consumption and pollution, a deterioration of habitats, and wildlife morbidity and mortality.  
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how this sociotechnical sustainable energy transition can occur and be facilitated. While this 

adapted MLP model does indicate that the resulting energy system will be more sustainable and 

will include a greater representation of women leaders, other characteristics of the post-transition 

energy system remain unclear. Since facilitating the sustainable energy transition itself was the 

focus of this research, the model of the MLP worked well. However, in concluding this thesis it is 

worth discussing what the energy system resulting from the transition described above and in 

Figure 6 would look like.  

A key takeaway from the literature discussed in Chapter Four was that energy transition does 

not just change the technologies we use to produce and consume energy; rather, energy transitions 

can be harbingers for a new era in global human history (Miller et al., 2013, p. 146). Thus, a 

sustainable energy transition will lead to new livelihoods, new building designs,  new methods of 

manufacturing, new policies, and will change economic and social structures across Canada and 

the world. At this time, it is impossible to say what exact characteristics an energy system produced 

by a women’s-leadership-induced sustainable energy transition would have, but I believe that there 

is reason for optimism.  

First off, it is important to note that while transitioning towards a more sustainable energy 

system is crucial to address contemporary sustainability problems like climate change and having 

more women in leadership positions is more likely to bring about this transition, it may not lead to 

a more inclusive or just energy system beyond increasing gender equality (e.g., it may not change 

racial issues or income inequality concerns). Rather, even though the sociotechnical energy 

transition discussed will change a variety of socio-economic and technical processes and ways of 

life, it will not necessarily address the structural power dynamics embedded within the system. 

Instead, existing power asymmetries and the inequality embedded in our energy system may 
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“simply be replicated and transferred over into [the] new energy [system]” (Johnson et al., 2020, 

p. 1). If this happens, social issues in the energy sector such as poverty and social vulnerability, 

widening inequalities, poor working conditions, unemployment, and financial volatility will not 

be changed by the energy transition (Savaget et al., 2019, p. 879). Thus, other systemic power 

asymmetries may remain, to the detriment of energy justice and energy democracy.35 

However, there is reason to believe that women’s leadership in the energy sector will not 

only help facilitate a transition to a more sustainable energy system, but also will help ensure that 

the resulting energy system is more equitable. For example, research by Allen and colleagues 

(2019) found that women leaders are more likely to promote a conception of energy transition that 

advocates for energy justice and energy democracy. Connections can also be drawn to previously 

discussed literature, such as research demonstrating that women leaders tend to be more inclusive 

leaders. This means that women leaders often are more concerned with their employees’ working 

conditions, creating a welcoming environment, and providing benefits to the local communities 

where the given company operates, all of which are key to creating a more equitable energy system 

as well as a more sustainable one (McElhaney & Mobasseri, 2012, p. 4). This means that is likely 

that the energy system resulting from the sociotechnical energy transition described in this thesis 

will work to reduce power asymmetries and promote energy justice and democracy, though to 

what extent remains unknown.  

The epigraph at the beginning of Chapter One of this thesis signalled the theme of this 

research. To reiterate: “in the haste to save the planet it seems tempting to avoid gendered wars 

 
35 Energy justice and energy democracy are concepts becoming increasingly popular in several factions of society and 

scholarship, particularly grassroots organizations and their supporters. The concepts are focused on “connect[ing] 

energy infrastructural change with the possibilities for deep political, economic and social change” (Burke & Stephens, 

2017, p. 35). In short, both have the goal of creating equitable participation in the energy system, affordable and equal 

access to energy, and remediating the harms inflicted by the dominant energy system which have, historically, 

disproportionately impacted marginalized communities (Allen et al., 2019, p. 2).  
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and potential misunderstandings. We do not have the time. But perhaps we have no other option” 

(Marshall, 2011, p. 279). This quote points to an important conclusion of this thesis. Though 

sustainability problems stemming from Canada’s energy sector abound and both governmental 

and non-governmental actors are rushing to act, it is worth taking a step back and considering all 

resources available. Gender issues may initially appear frivolous next to the stories of impending 

doom dominating the media, something to be dealt with later, after the crisis is averted. However, 

upon closer inspection, it becomes clear that this is not the case. Instead, this research demonstrated 

that gender matters, and women leaders could be the sustainable energy transition leaders that 

Canada needs to address its contemporary sustainability crisis. Thus, rather than being a frivolous 

concern to be dealt with later, gender issues should be at the very heart of Canada’s efforts to 

address its sustainability crisis.   

6.1 Avenues for Future Research  

This thesis sought to fill a gap in the literature on sociotechnical transitions through 

considering the role that gender plays in leading Canada’s sustainable energy transition. However, 

this research also uncovered many gaps in the existing literature that it was unable to fill. Many of 

these were mentioned throughout previous chapters, such as the dearth of gender-disaggregated 

data mentioned in Chapter Three. In short, since it is currently not clear how many women are 

employed in the Canadian energy sector and what roles they have, it is difficult to determine a 

baseline and advocate for change. Research on this topic could therefore play a key role in 

triggering action on the issue of gender inequality in the energy sector.  

Another topic which requires further research is the exact nature of the connection between 

women’s leadership and collaborative leadership in Canadian energy sector firms. While the 

analysis presented in Chapter Five did uncover a connection, it also revealed a discrepancy 

between revealed and stated leadership attributes. In other words, while scenarios (revealed 
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leadership attributes) uncovered no difference between men and women leaders’ level of 

collaboration, direct questioning (stated leadership attributes) did, finding that women are more 

collaborative than their male counterparts. While I was able to justify this discrepancy through 

assuming that men’s responses to scenarios may not be reflective of how they would act in real 

life, more research is needed to further explore this issue.  

Lastly, the analysis in Chapter Five uncovered only a weak link between women’s leadership 

and ethical and transparent leadership in Canadian energy sector firms. This theme was only 

identified in scenario questioning and not direct questioning and was identified in the responses of 

only a slightly higher percentage of women participants than men participants. Thus, though this 

research suggests that women in Canadian energy sector firms may be more ethical and transparent 

leaders, additional research is needed to further bolster these findings.  

Beyond these three gaps which were uncovered over the course of this research, another 

important topic which requires further research is the role of intersectionality and individuals with 

other marginalized identities in Canada’s energy transition. In order to maintain focus and keep 

this thesis manageable, this research focused only on women and men. This ignores the multitude 

of other factors that impact a person’s identity and leadership attributes, such as race, age, 

socioeconomic status, or background. It also ignores other gender identities and the role that they 

can play in Canada’s energy transition. While it was important to focus this research, this is a 

notable gap in existing literature that this thesis did not address. However, the conclusions of this 

thesis do suggest that filling this gap may be important. This is because this research presented 

women as playing a unique and beneficial role in Canada’s energy transition due in large part to 

the fact that they are currently a minority and marginalized in Canada’s private energy sector. This 

implies that individuals who are even more external to the regime may have even more 
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contributions. For example, a leader who is a middle-aged white woman who grew up and was 

educated in Canada may have a different impact on Canada’s sustainable energy transition than, 

for example, a recent immigrant who is a person of colour and in their early twenties. Future 

research should further explore the exact nature of how these different identities affect individuals’ 

roles in sociotechnical transitions.   
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Appendix: Interview Guide 

Part 1: Review of ethics, procedures to protect participant identity, and reaffirm informed 

consent 

Part 2: Introductory questions 

1) How long have you worked in the energy sector? This company? What is your current role?  

2) Approximately how many people do you lead or are you in charge of? 

3) What is the gender make-up of your company? Are there many women? How many would 

you estimate? Is that a substantial portion of total employees? In what capacity do they work? 

(team leaders, administrative, engineers, CEO…etc.) 

4) When I say ‘sustainable energy transition’ what do you think of and what kind of challenges 

or obstacles come to mind? 

Part 3: Scenarios 

I’m going to present a few scenarios to you and ask you what you would do. I understand that 

this may not these may not necessarily be the kind of situations you would find your self in in 

your current role. However, what I’m interested in is your thought process. So, in all scenarios, 

I’m going to ask you to ‘think out loud’.  

Scenario 1: You have to make a decision about your company investing in an energy project. 

Regardless of what kind of project this, when it comes to prioritizing outcomes when you are 

making your decision, what would your top 3 priorities/determining factors be? Why did you 

choose these? Can you talk me through your reasoning process?  

Scenario 2: Someone above you in the hierarchy has made a decision and you have some 

concerns. Based on what you know about this decision, you think that it could have some 

harmful environmental consequences and these consequences have not been properly assessed 

and the community that lives in the area has not been made aware of them. How would you 

proceed? Like the previous question, can you ‘think out loud’ and verbalize your reasoning?  

Scenario 3: You are once again making a decision relating to investment in an energy project 

[like scenario 1]. This time, you know that there is a good chance that in 30-40 years the project 

is going to have some very negative consequences on the local ecology. How do you account for 

this in making your decision?  

Scenario 4: You and your team have an idea regarding how to proceed in addressing a problem. 

Another employee in your company disagrees and has a different idea. Can you talk me through 

how you would deal with this situation and why?  

• Prompts/follow-up: What mechanisms do you currently have to facilitate new ideas? Can 

you give me an example? 

• Prompts/follow-up: Would you say that you are the kind of person who often thinks up 

new ideas? Is creativity and doing this your own original way important to you? 
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Scenario 5: [2 parts] 

Part 1: You are leading a team on a file relating to an energy project and you have an important 

deadline coming up. Your team has been working hard, but you still aren’t sure if, at the current 

pace, the project will be completed on time. What are your priorities in this situation and how 

would you proceed?  

Part 2: Same scenario. But now I’m going to give you a bit more information. This project 

you’re in charge of is a feasibility study for a big energy project that’s going to affect a lot 

people and there are a lot of stakeholders involved. You’re running out of time, but you haven’t 

had the chance to have substantive public or stakeholder engagement sessions yet. How would 

you proceed and why? 

Part 4: Moving forward 

1). Based on your experiences, do you think that women face barriers to entry and/or 

advancement in the Canadian energy sector? If yes, why? If not, why not? 

• If yes, continue to the discussion by asking what they would suggest could be done to 

foster the advancement of women in the Canadian energy sector. 

2). Once again, based on your experiences, do you think that gender is a relevant factor in 

identifying leadership for a sustainable energy transition in Canada?  

• If prompts are needed: Do you think gender could influence leadership characteristics? If 

so how? Do you think these characteristics would be of value to your institution/ 

business?  

3). What gender do you identify as? What are your preferred pronouns? 

4). Is there anything else you would like to add? 

Thank you! If you know any other leaders in the Canadian energy sector who you think might be 

interested in participating in this study, please pass along my email address and encourage them 

to reach out to me.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


